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Services,
goods see
increase
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's productivity rose by an
annual rate of 1.3 percent from
July through September, the
government said Wednesday,
reversing a second quarter decline when new employment had
outpaced increases in goods and
services.
But analysts cautioned that
the long-term trend of anemic
Kroductivity growth offers little
ope for lilting Americans'
standard of living or increasing
UJS. competitiveness overseas.
Output of goods and services
by non-farm businesses rose at
an annual rate of 2.8 percent in
the third quarter, while the
number of hours worked increased only 1.5 percent, the
Labor Department said.
But the over-the-year productivity improvement has been
only 0.8 percent, the government
said. Revised figures showed
that productivity dropped 2.4
percent in the second quarter —
much worse than the 1.4 percent
decline estimated previously.
"Despite the strong growth of
the economy over the past year,
there's still no significant
change in a the weak trend in
productivity that we've seen
since 1973,' said Larry Chimerine, chairman of the WEFA
Group, a Bala Cynwyd, Pa.,
economic consulting firm.
"Productivity growth averaging 1 percent a year remains this
country's major economic problem," he said. "Until we get it on
a stronger upward trend, we're
not going to see any increase in
real wages or in our international competitiveness."
Unit labor costs rose at an annual rate of 4 percent in the second quarter on hourly wage and
benefit increases averaging 5.4
percent annually. Last year,
businesses were able to restrain
their labor cost increases to only
3.1 percent, with a 3.8 percent
increase in hourly compensation
to workers.

UB40 rocks
University's
reggae fans

owed the band. The lights flashed like lightning as the
crowd responded with a roar
\aCherryOhBaby.
With a keen British accent,
lead singer Robert Campbell
The British reggae band
rered the crowd with "It's
answen
UB40 performed amidst a renice to see you, Bowling Green,
ceptive crowd in Anderson
and even nicer to hear you.''
Arena last night.
The concert peaked with
Although the band is gaining
UB40's Rat In the Kitchen
popularity, few people know
which Campbell dedicated to
where they derived their
University students.
name.
Campbell and female backAll of the band members are
up vocalist Dee Johnson strutfrom Birmingham, England,
ted across the stage together
and it was there the name orifor the band's rendition of I've
ginated.
Got You Babe.
UB40 stands for "UnemThe band then broke into the
ployed Benefit 40 form," one of
single Maybe Tomorrow.
the forms the band had to fill
which has never been released
out while they were all unemintheU-S.
ployed.
Astro Wilson, lead vocalist,
"They didn't know what to
said "It never got released
call themselves and as they
here but we're going to do it
were signing their names the
anyway because we like it."
name UB40 iust clicked," AnThe band finished their set of
thony Bradbury, tour man16 songs with Sing Our Own
ager, said.
Song which was "for the black
lie band's United States
tour began Aug. 2 in Pittsburgh
people of South Africa," Wilson
and will continue until the
exclaimed, and restless fans
brought the group back
middle of December. The
stage for a three-song encore.
majority of the band's stops
Prior to the two-hour conare college campuses, alcert, three band members bithough their tour included a
Srcled from Toledo to Bowling
sold-out tour at Madison
reen, Bradbury said.
Square Garden, according to
"They are fanatic bantam
Bradbury.
bike-riders," he said. "They
The 12-man band took the
like to get their exercise."
stage in front of more than
Although Bradbury de2,600 dancing Bowling Green
scribed UB40 as "the biggest
fans at 9:20 p.m.
selling reggae band in the
Warming the crowd up with
world," they recently overthe instrumental version of the
came a tragedy.
song Dance with the Devil,
Two years ago, their soundthey then performed the song
man, the brother of bass player
that gave UB40 their fame in
Earl Falconer, was killed in an
the United States — Red, Red
auto accident.
Wine.
BG News/Paul Vemon
Couples danced in the aisles
See related photo, pg. 4
"The Screamin Tribesto the lyrics of Please Don't
band,
men," the A
Astro Wilson, one of the lead vocalist's for CJB40. performed with the eight-member band at Anderson
Make Me Cry as smoke filled
opened for UB40.
Arena last night. The group performed for an hour and 45 minutes, singing 20 of its songs.
the stage and dim lights shadby Angle Blandina and Deborah
Gottschalk

a See Economy, page 4.

Bloodmobileto Waste district approved
visit next week Surcharges implemented for use of county landfill
by Jeff Batdorf

staff reporter
Hospitals in Northwest Ohio need 270 pints of blood a day and the
Red Cross is looking for donors to help meet that demand, said Judy
Goris, Bowling Green Red Cross blood chairman.
Goris said the Red Cross Bloodmobile, which will visit the University next week, travels around the area finding donors that can supply 19 hospitals in 10 counties with different blood types.
A donation center will be in the University Union from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. throughout the week.
She said each donor will give one pint of blood. In past visits to the
University, an average of 200 pints have been collected daily.
"It's the largest college drawing in Northwest Ohio and we should
get 1,000 pints of blood by the end of the week," Goris said.
She said eligible donors are required to be 17 years or older, weigh
more than 110 pounds, be in good health and must not have donated
blood within the past 57 days or have been exposed to any contagious
diseases.
"You have to be in good shape in order to gtoe blood,' Goris said.
She said donors are required to fill out registration forms and have
hemoglobin tests to determine if the iron and oxygen levels in their
bloodstream are at the correct level for donating blood.
Goris said all donors are given pamphlets explaining the dangers
of transmitting blood from AIDS patients.
She said anyone who gives blood out of peer pressure from roommates or friends but does not want their blood used for transfusions
can mark a box on a confidential form.
There is no danger of contracting AIDS by donating blood, she
said.
"It is absolutely impossible to get AIDS through giving blood,
Goris said, explaining the needles used are sterile.
All personnel working at the center wear rubber gloves for additional protection, she said.
There will be 24 stations available for donors, she said. The donation process takes between six and 12 minutes and donors are required to remain in the center for at least 15 minutes following the
She said although there is no current blood shortage, the situation
can change "overnight" if needs are not met.

Thursday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport today
will be partly cloudy
with the high in the
upper 50s. Tonight will
be clearing with the
low In the mid to upper 30s Friday's forecast calls for partly
cloudy skies with the
high In the mid to upper 40s.

by Linda Hoy
city editor

Wood County Commissioners voted yesterday to establish a solid waste management district for the county.
Establishment of a county district, subject
to approval by the director of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, allows additional surcharges for disposal of out-ofcounty waste in the Wood County landfill.
County budget director Linda Amos said
since Wood County built the landfill, its residents should get lower fees than other users.
"We paid for it (the landfill). We bought
it," she said. "We did it. Why should

someone else get the benefit of what we've
done?"
John Hull, a consulting engineer with Hull
and Associates of Toledo, said the surcharges will be broken down into a "threetiered" system.
Residents and industries of Wood County
will pay a surcharge for using the landfill,
but users from out of the district will be
charged double the surcharge. Out-of-state
waste disposal will cost triple the surcharge,
he said.
The rate of the surcharge has not been established yet, he said.
Hull said Wood County must meet several
requirements to qualify as a single county
district, demonstrating that "the county can

take care of itself appropriately."
The county must submit a report to the
EPA which documents its ability to manage
all county solid waste facilities for 10 years
and conduct operations according to appropriate standards, he said.
Fees must also be established to demonstrate that the county will be charging
enough money to provide for proper operations of a facility and closure and postclosure monitoring, he said.
"Historically, landfills did not charge
enough to do things right," he said.
Hull said surcharge fees will be spent for
planning, road maintenance, improvements
of utilites and monitoring of ground water,
air and streams.

Candidates still trying for Ohio
Press
itsen roused
oyd
northeast Ohioans with the
prospects for a come-frombehind Democratic victory in
the presidential election, results of a new poll showed that
his ticket has a long way to go
to catch the Bush-<juayle team
in Ohio.
The Democratic vicepresidential candidate's appearance in Ohio came on a
day when the "Ohio Poll" gave
the Republican ticket a

As

BUI

News in Brief
Milk Duds pulled off
some Toledo shelves
ROSSFORD (AP) — Thousands of boxes of Milk
Duds have been pulled from the shelves of some
Toledo-area stores after a suburban Toledo man
said he found a razor blade in a box of the chocolate candy.
"I was watching TV this morning and opened it
(box) up and, without looking, dumped the candy
out into my mouth. But I missed and felt something hit my neck," Hans Wroblewski said Wednesday-

14-point lead in the state. With
23 electoral votes at stake, both
sides consider Ohio a key state.
When the polls open Tuesday
morning, GOP presidential
nominee George Bush and
Democratic opponent Michael
Dukakis will compete for what
the Ohio secretary of state
predicts will be a record turnout of Ohio voters.
Bentsen's stop at the AkronCanton Airport and visit to a
steel mill in Massillon vied for
attention with an appearance

President Reagan in Berea
8pealed
miles away. Reagan apto "Reagan Demo-

crats" to support Bush, his
vicepresident.
"Come home with me, come
home with me today to the Republican Party," Reagan told
a crowd that filled gymnasium
bleachers and basketball playing floor on the campus of
Baldwin-Wallace College.
Reagan belittled Dukakis'
suggestion of being the heir of
theliberal tradition of Frank-

"So, I reached down thinking it was a piece of
candy and I grabbed it and it was a gold blade, a
safety razor. I was shocked. I couldn't believe it,"
he said.
Wroblewski said he immediately contacted the
People's Drug in Rossford, where he bought the
candy last week, and the local police.
And he said he is worried because he passed out
more than 100 snack size boxes to children on Halloween. So far, the only razor blade that has turned
up was in his box.
"My main concern was that we passed this
candy out and some little toddler or a child would
get seriously injured," said Wroblewski, 42, a quality control engineer at Libbey Owens Ford Co.

lin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman and John F. Kennedy.
"If he's Harry Truman, I'm
Roger Rabbit, said Reagan,
referring to the cartoon movie
character.
Bentsen, a senator from
Texas, acknowledged that
polls show Bush with the lead.
"The polls show it narrowing
and the momentum is going
our way," he told a crowd of
cheering supporters in a
hangar at the Akron-Canton
Airport.
See Poll, page 4.

The Rossford store sold out all packages of the
candy before Halloween. But People's on Wednesday removed Milk Duds from 38 stores in the
Toledo area pending an investigation by Leaf Inc.,
a Chicago-based company that makes the candy.
James Flood, a corporate attorney for Leaf, said
Wednesday night that the company is investigating the incident. The company has no plans to recall Milk Duds from stores in the Toledo area or
Ohio.
"We're handling it as an isolated incident. From
the information we have at this time ... this is the
first incident that has occurred with Milk Duds,"
Flood said.
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t Gillmor endorsed:
|to fill Lotto's seat
I "PVelbert Latta has faithfully and honestly rep-*
I L/resented the Fifth District in the U.S. Con-*
X gress for 30 years. His experience will be hard to*
J replace.
■*
•* But of the two candidates, one has a proven re- J
*cord that clearly shows he has the potential to be a Jj
■¥ solid Congressman.
i
*
That man is Paul Gillmor
*
He has served 22 years in the Ohio Senate, includ- £
X ing the past three terms as president. This Republi- *
r can is one of the most respected legislators in the*

Jstate.

*

* Gillmor's Democrat opponent, Thomas Murray J
*of Sandusky, has never held elected office, but has J
* amassed a considerable reputation and fortune as a J
* trial lawyer.
T
*
.... *
To compare the records of the two candidates *
ij would be somewhat of an embarrassment to Mur- *
ray, who has none to speak of. His experience *
▼
^ conies
comes from practicing as an attorney
attorney.
*
* Where Murray has interpreted and argued the *
^ law, Gillmor has created it.
#
J Gillmor has been an active state senator for both *
Xthe old and young alike, but it is his stance on *
J higher education that is noteworthy.
*
■¥ He says, if elected, he would attempt to strength- r
* en the federal grant and loan programs for higher*
* education. In the state senate, he proposed a tax- J
* free savings plan for college students in which sav-*
* ings for education and the interest on that savings ■¥■
* would not be taxed.
♦
jj In 1986, Gillmor was instrumental in gaining a^
C budget that provided more money for education^
r than Gov. Richard Celeste's administration had re-^
J quested.
*
■¥ He also authored two major state tax cuts as*
* state senator. He said he would fight any new taxes *
* as U.S. Congressman and would strive to maintain *
* our nationafdef ense without increasing its budget. *
* Gillmor has also pledged that social security T
fj benefits will not be cut if he is elected.
Tj

EDWARDS/SCHREFFLER - EDGEWISE

Blacks find life in the party of Lincoln
Twenty-five years ago, Martin
Luther King, Jr. claimed in his
"Letter from a Birmingham
Jail" that the greatest enemy of
the black civil rights movement
was the white moderate. During
the current election season another black who gained national
prominence in the 60s has
claimed that "the greatest
enemy facing the black race in
1988 is the white liberal."
The man who made this audacious claim is none other than
James Mereditn, who back in
1962 was the first black man to
enter the University of Mississippi. Other than perhaps that of
Rosa Parks, his name, more effectively than any other, calls to
mind the courage and resolve of
the individual men, women, and
children who refused to accept
"nigger" status in the 60s.
Meredith's pointed criticism
of white Democratic liberals —
appearing in a September letter
to the Washington Times — is
enough to make anyone think
twice about black political allegiance. Meredith boldly asserts
that "the white liberals and
their black elite cohorts... want
to keep the black race in a condition ot dependency," and that he

Ice arena needs
name, more seats
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seat presently held by Paul Sarbanes.
Only last week, Melanie Mitchell, president of the Columbus
chapter of the NAACP, voiced
her support for the candidacy of
George Bush — much to the
dismay of the national headSiiarters, (and in violation of
AACP rules, which forbid the
organization or any of its chapters to endorse presidential candidates). Despite having to pull
her official endorsement the day
after giving it, Mitchell went on
to claim that it was hardly in the
best interest of blacks for the
Democratic Party to be able to
count on 90 percent of their vote
in every election.

ances in the CCHA playoff finals
and four trips to the NCAA tournament."
I think this honor is long overdue to Coach York.
As far as seating goes there
simply is not enough. I wonder
just how much revenue we lose
each year because of the lack of
seating? After we learned that
the plans for the new convention
center fell through we were told
that new seats will be added to
the JERRY YORK ARENA.
When will this happen — 1994 or
later? How long are you goingto
make us wait.-.and STAND?
Why don't we use those bleachers that are out at the soccer
field now that soccer season is
over? This is only a temporary
solution to the lack of seating but
it is better than standing.
I urge the people who make
the BIG decisions around here to
act soon and I urge other hockey
fans to write the BG News and
administration to get some response.
JohnHanlon
403 Compton Hall

Students thanked
for giving candy

BLOOM COUNTY
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/nJmmemrxnmcF
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The BO News and Bowling Green Stale University are equal opportunity employe's, and
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copyright 1088 by The BG News
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EdHortal Office
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Bowling Green State University
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800am lob 00pm
Monday through Friday

William F. Buckley, that
highly respected conservative
thinker, has stated on several
occasions that the odds are very
much in favor of the first black
President being a conservative
Republican. As racism — both
blatant and residual — further
diminishes in American society,
and as liberal social, economic,
and foreign policies continue to
be widely discredited, intelligent and ambitious black conservatives will move to and rise

within the ranks of the Republican Party.
James Meredith has not had
an easy life, and in denouncing
the Democratic Party, he is not
making it any easier. According
to Meredith, the Democratic liberal elite — white and black —
saw to it that Meredith did not
get a chance to give his message
of disenchantment and hope at
11 colleges and military bases
during 1988's Black History
Month. No doubt considered an
"Uncle Tom" by those who want
him to shut up, Meredith is a
hero twice over — first in 1962,
and again in 1988. With the
membership in another embattled minority group — Black
Republicans — he, along with
Keyes and others, offers an
alternative to those black men
and women who realize that the
Democratic agenda is doing
precious little tor their checkbooks or their souls.
Edwards and Schreffler teach
in the English department. They
wholeheartedly endorse the
candidacy of Alan Keyes in his
senatorial contest, but they do
not speak on behalf of their department.

LETTERS

Once again hockey season has
hit BG with a bang. Once again
we have our ice arena without a
name or enough seats. How long
must we wait to get a name or
additional seats?
To start the puck bouncing I
would like to suggest that we
name the ice arena after Coach
*
* York. Why wait until he leaves
jj Murray is also a strong candidate, one of the ^ or retires to name the arena
him? Is there anyone more
*most impressive the Democrats have run in years, C after
of this honor? After
* but he simply does not have the experience of Gill- r deserving
all, he was the only coach to win
*mor.
* a national championship for BG.
In case you need to be convinced
* There is no substitute for experience. In time, we J further, allow me to quote the
Hockey Magazine:
* think Gillmor will become a leader in the U.S. Con- * Falcon
Jerry York is in his
* gress. iust as he became the most powerful mem- J "Coach
tenth season behind the Falcons'
*berotine Ohio Senate.
* bench and has a record of
*
.
._* 233-132-16 during his tenureThe News strongly endorses
Paul Gillmor for the
* York has guided the Falcons to
r Fifth District Congressional seat.
* three seasons of 30 or more wins,
four CCHA regular season
championships, seven appear-

BG NEWS STAFF

supports the Republicans because "[wjith the Republicans,
full citizenship for the black
race may be possible."
As Meredith points out in his
letter, blacks have several very
compelling reasons to leave the
party of Dukakis and Jackson.
He asserts that Democratic
support of abortion-on-demand,
its implicit encouragement of
sexual promiscuity among teenagers, support of welfare for
"able-bodied men and women,"
and opposition to black "mom
and pop" owned businesses
among others, signal the need
for bucks to reconsider their
obligation to vote Democrat on
Nov. 8.
Meredith is not alone as a
black questioning this default allegiance to the Democratic
Party. Alan Keyes, one of the
Republican Parity's most articulate and dynamic young stars, is
another black who sees the
failed socio-economic and foreign policies of the national Democratic Party as sufficient
reason for blacks to vote Republican and actively participate
in the GOP. A decided underdog
in his senatorial race, Keyes is
vying for the Maryland Senate

HU. As/mmi£3 4 jums
MMKie-: me LOST name
wrm 6*Kfitu> me ruix

Bu.w<ra»lmn.iaMm
mtximittHZKsmn.
uzvfimm-me c.vV'J/

mrrrmpceum^ ^wiu

Thak you Faer oGavien Us
Cieadrin The Cande. zat was
vare naes. To sautnts. Fuom
james laird bat caostoom.

kind of forward-looking leadership Ohio needs as it enters a
new era. It's a welcome change
to the anti-jobs agenda of Howard Metzenbaum, America's
most liberal senator.
Charles Kurf ess
Speaker, Ohio House of Representatives 1967-72

(Thank you for giving us children the candy. That was very
nice. To students. From James
Laird, bat costume.)

Respond

Editor's note: James is a
6-year-old who went trick-ortreating at Dunbar and Prout
halls on Oct. 2S. He wrote this
letter to say thank you to the
students who provided the parties.

Voinovich will lead
Ohio into new era
Howard Metzenbaum is running television ads that blatantly distort George Voinovich's
voting record on education by
stating that George "repeatedly" voted against education
spending.
I was the Speaker of the Ohio
House of Representatives when
George Voinovich was a state
representative (1967-71). During
that time. George repeatedly
stood up for the needs of Ohio
schools.
George even joined me in his
first term in supporting a separate education funding bill that
substantially increased state
spending for education and
raised taxes to pay for it. In
total, George voted to increase
public education spending by
over $2.5 billion.
Why does Howard Metzenbaum so grossly distort George
Voinovich's record on public education support? Why does he
refuse to defend his own voting
record face to face with George?
It's obviously because Howard
Metzenbaum knows that his liberal Us and spend record is
completely out of step with the
views of most Ohio voters.
Gaorga Voinovich offers the

77ie BG News editorial
ge is your campus
The editorial page regularly features rolumnists
who write on a variety of
fou dont have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and aD guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to

theidSor.

Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-380 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or Ubelous. All subare subject to
address all submlMtanito:
Editorial Editor
Tiw BG Newt
Ml West Hall

Local
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Senate seekers cite credentials
Montgomery's experience
helps in public awareness
by Beth Church
copy editor

After prosecuting cases ranging from dogs running loose to
murders for the last 11 years,
Wood County Prosecutor Betty
Montgomery said she believes
her experience makes her the
best candidate
for the Second
District seat in
the Ohio Senate.
"I've always
been a representative of
local government,'' she Montgomery
said, pointing
to a resume
aye
sistant Wood County prosecutor,
three years as Perrysburg City
prosecuting attorney and two
terms of four years each, as
Wood County prosecuting attorney.
These positions, she said,
made her aware of the problems
that must immediately be dealt
with — education, crime and
economic development.

Montgomery said Ohio has
problems in funding priorities
with education, for although education received more money
from the state last year, its percentage of the budget was smaller.
"It (spending more money on
education) is the right thing and
the smart thing to do," she
said. "An educated population is
a competitive population.'
Crime, which Montgomery
said is her second priority, is an
area she said she deals with
each day.
"I've been involved enough in
this area to know that drugs
equal crime," she said. "If you
look at the population in jail, 60
to 70 percent are there because
alcohol or drugs had some influence on theirbehaviors."
Montgomery said the next
General Assembly must "give
the tools to local governments
needed to address this problem
head-on."
One such tool, Montgomery
said, is a recent confiscation statute which allows law enforcement officals to confiscate all
money and cars used during
drug buys.

LECT
ALBERT W.

Education is also part of solving
this problem, she said.
T
'Drug and alcohol abuse puts
a terrible burden on society.
Education gives people the opportunity for a future," she said.
Education is also a part of
Montgomery's third priority —
economic development — for it
"fuels the economy," she said.
Unlike her opponent, Montgomery said government does
not create jobs, rather business
is what creates jobs.
Government and the economy
do best in a pro-business environment, she said.
"Businessmen tell me Ohio is
anti-business, decision-making
(in Ohio) is anti-business. Evidentally, the government
doesn't serve the people it's
supposed to," she said.
Montgomery said government
action like this will only drive
businesses out of Ohio to a state
where it is cheaper to operate.
"Ohio is exporting its jobs,"
she said.
Montgomery, 40, is the Republican candidate for the seat vacated by Sen. Paul Gillmor and
has received his endorsement
for her campaign.

Perkins urges importance
of education, environment
by Beth Church
copy editor
The list of governmental
priorities of Alvin Perkins, candidate for the Second District
seat in the Ohio Senate, is almost as lengthy as the list of his
past occupations.
After 35 "
years as an industrial plumber, four years
as a Bowling
Green city
councilman,
seven years as
mayor of
Bowling Green
and six years Perkim
as a Wood
County commissioner, Perkins
said he believes he is ready to
deal with issues of the Ohio Senate.
Education, the job market, the
environment, ana senior citizen
frograms are all high priorities
or Perkins, he said.
"We need education to be the
top priority in Ohio. I've had a
Sood working relationship
irough the community with the

SMITH

University," he said. " I have
two grown children and I know
what it's like to put them
through school."
Perkins advocated the need
for student loans and funding for
education programs.
"Students need to get there (to
school), stay there and get out,
in order to be productive
workers," he said.
Perkins said he believes he
has a responsibility
to create
jobs and Amake sure students
know there's something out
there to go to."
He said he has already started
work in this area when he helped
to bring the Wall Street Journal
gublishing facility to Bowling
reen.
Perkins said while deficits are
currently paid off by money
brought in from taxes, he emphasized he also believes "revenues come from industry."
' 'If you get people jobs and put
them to work that they enjoy doing, they'll be happy to pay their
fair shares (of taxes), he said.
"People don't want to be bur-

-D.

dened with someone else's
share."
"Tax-wise, there's no free
lunch," he said.
Perkins also said he takes a
strong stand on environmental
dangers such as acid rain and.
the greenhouse effect."
"What we're doing to our environment is ludicrous and
sad," he said.
In Bowling Green, Perkins
cited the University smokestack
burning high-sulfur coal as a
danger.
"I don't want Ohio to be a part
of affecting the environments of
New England or Canada," he.
said.
Perkins said he has already
helped to deal with part of this
Ciblem through the building of
ee area waste treatment
plants.
"Alvie" Perkins, 55, is the
Democratic candidate for this
seat and said he has been endorsed by the Ohio Education Association and the Sierra Club.

-CORONER

Political Advertisement Paid lor by Smith lor Coroner Comtn.. R Newlove. Treas , 336 S Main—B G , O

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior portraits being shot now!
Varden Studios is here through Nov.18,
but schedule now to ensure your appointment.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily;

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
For only $5 you get In the book and the choice of some really great printsl
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College Bowl '88 team
playing 'head games'
by Christian L. Thompson
staff reporter

Participants in College Bowl 1988 will not be trying to accumulate points by scoring touchdowns or
field goals.
Instead, the four-member teams will be trying to
answer the most questions correctly in a college,
regional and possibly national academic tournament sponsored by the University Activities Organization.
"It is a game involving 16 teams with four students per team," said Gale Swanka, UAO director.
"Participants will be asked general knowledge
questions during two seven-minute halves."
She said this is the first year the University will
be participating in the tournament, which is sponsored at regional and national levels by the Association of College Unions International.
The top team from the University will compete
at the regional level on Feb. 24 and 25 against
teams from Ohio and Michigan. The regional tournament will be held at the University of Akron,
said Rick Danals, regional director of the College
BG News/Paul Vemon
Members of the band UB40 performed Wednesday night at a concert sponsored by University Activities Organization in Anderson Arena.

Economy
D Continued from page 1.
Roger Brinner, an economist
for Data Resources Inc. of Lexington, Mass., said Americans
can expect to see a pattern in the
near future in which productivity gains offset only a small portion of recent increases in
wages.
Manufacturers, which ac-

sembly lines with only a 2.1 percent increase in hours worked.

count for one-fourth of the nation's economic output, continue
to fare much better that businesses generally in both improving their productivity and in
keeping a lid on labor costs.
Productivity in the nation's
factories rose at an annual rate
of 4.3 percent in the second quarter on a 6.S percent boost in the
volume of goods coming off as-

Bruce Steinberg, an economist for Merrill Lynch, said the
manufacturing productivity
gains are the payoff to the merfers, acquisitions and leveraged
uyouts that have wreaked havoc on some parts of the economy.

The poll, conducted from Oct.
20 to Oct. 29 by the University of
Cincinnati's Institute for Policy
Research, has a margin of error
of four percentage points. It was
sponsored by the university, The
Cincinnati Post and Cincinnati
television station WCPO.
Bush has maintained a consistent lead in Ohio in recent
polls.
Reagan's appearance continued an Ohio effort for Bush that
has shown no signs of letting up.
With the campaign in its final
week, Bush scheduled a rally
Thursday in Columbus and on
Friday plans to visit Cincinna-

ti's Fountain Square for what
aides say will be the last major
rally of his campaign.
Ohio Secretary of State Sherrod Brown predicted that 4.68
million voters would turn out
Tuesday in Ohio — 74.1 percent
of the state's 6.32 million registered voters. By comparison,
73.4 percent of 6.33 million registered voters went to the polls
in the presidential election four
years ago.
Brown said commentators
and political analysts who say
voters are apathetic this year
"should come to Ohio and see
what's going to happen here."

Poll
D Continued from page 1.
"We have six more days in
this campaign," he said.
"That's six days to run flat out.
We can win it by winning Ohio.
This is, what we like to say in
Texas, the big enchilada."
Bentsen later toured the LTV
Steel Co. plant in Massillon and
spoke to workers.
In the latest "Ohio Poll," the
random telephone survey of 616
registered voters found that 50
percent of those interviewed
preferred Bush, 36 percent
favored Dukakis, and 14 percent
were undecided.

How to mate a hit

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success And
because we believe in your
potential, we ve made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Card right
now-even without a job or a
credit history. So whether you're an
underclassman, senior or
grad student look into
our automatic approval
offers For details pick up an
application on campus Or call
l-800-THE-CARDandaskfora
student application.

The American Express Card
Don't Leave School Without It!

According to Danals, the tournament developed
from the televised version of the tournament
broadcast during the 1960s. The tournament has
been held annually ever since, he said.
The University tournament will take place Nov.
8 to 10. Interested students can register in the UAO
office on the third floor of the University Union.
Deadline for entry is Monday, Nov. 7 and no fee is
required.

Public sewer system
planned for Portage
by Scott R. Whitehead
city reporter

Potentially unsafe water and
economic growth are the key
reasons a $950,000 sewer connection may be built between
Bowling Green and Portage.
Homeowners in Portage,
long reliant on septic tanks instead of a public sewer system,
need a better system, according to Kurt Erichsen, a consultant for the project.
The city's Board of Public Utilities, Wood County, and Portage officials requested that
the Toledo Metropolitan Area
Council of Governments advise on the project. Erichsen is
a sanitary engineer for TMACOG.
Because of the outdated
sewer system in the town,
Erichsen explained there is a
possibility of dangerous materials in the water.
"I wouldn't say the water is
contaminated, but the septic
systems are bypassing untreated sewage in the ground,
which may or may not be getting into their water," he said.
In addition to the potential
for toxic water, economic interests have also brought on
the proposal.
"Since a public sewer
system is not available there,
any business that opens would
probably have to build their

The American Express* Card is a hit virtually
anywhere you shop, from Los Angeles to
London Whether you're buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after,
it's the perfect way to pay (or just about
everything you'll want

Bowl.
"This year approximately 250 colleges from 16
different regions will compete for the national title. The winning team will receive scholarships of
amounts presently not determined," he said.
Tricia Landers, graduate student in charge of
the University tournament, said the questions used
will be from packets purchased from College
Bowl, Inc.
"We are hoping to get at least eight teams to
participate even though there are 16 spots available. We have had one team sign up already and
several individuals. Hopefully we will be able to
combine them and others interested into teams,"
she said.

"I wouldn't say the water is
contaminated, but the septic systems
are bypassing untreated sewage in the
ground, which may or may not be
getting into their water."
-Kurt Erichsen
own sewage facilities," he we already have a substantial
commitment to our own
said.
system," he said. "Additional
Erichsen said the lack of a participation monetarily is in
sewage system would cause question."
most businesses to locate elThe cost to Portage
sewhere because of the added
homeowners for the connecexpense.
tion would be about $25 a
Financing for the project month for the next 25 years,
would come from several Erichsen speculated. He said
sources, Erichsen said, includ- the figure could decrease over
ing a Farmer's Home Admin- time.
istration Grant, a loan from
the Ohio Environmental
Presuming the proper fiProtection Agency, State Issue nancing is secured and all ap2, and a possible $50,000 from provals are obtained, Erichsen
said the three-mile line could
Bowling Green.
"go to design" next year, with
The extended sewer line the groundbreaking two or
could reap additional revenue three years away.
for the city if used properly, so
The current route proposal
he said Bowling Green officials
should not oppose the mone- for the extension is across U.S.
Route 6 at Dunbridge Road,
tary contribution.
south on County Home Road to
Darryl Stockburger, direc- Kramer Road, then west to
tor of utilities for the city, said State Route 25 and south to
Bowling Green's involvement Portage.
in the project remains in quesIf the line follows the route,
tion.
it would also service two rest
"The stand of the Board of areas on 1-75, the Wood County
Public Utilities is that we wel- Historical Museum, a Portage
come more research into the rest home, and the Wood
project, but many people feel County Dog Pound.
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Athletic alumnus
winning as dean
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

While being a college administrator and an Olympic athlete
may not seem to have much in
common, they do for one University alumnus.
Dave Wottle, a 1973 University
graduate in history and comprehensive science, earned a
gold medal in the 800-meter
sprint during the 1972 Olympics.
Now, 16 years later, Wottle is
the dean of admissions and financial aid at Rhodes College in
Memphis, Tenn.
His Job, he said, is goaloriented and compared it to an
athlete working toward the
Olympics. One of his primary
goals of the job is meeting class
quotas with qualified students,
he said.
He described Rhodes as a private, selective liberal arts
school with an enrollment of
1,346 students.
Since 16 years have passed
since he won the gold, he said
most of his students are too
young to remember his
achievements. Most of his recognition comes from the parents, who recall the golf cap he
wore during Olympic competition.
Wottle wore the cap during his

Olympic competitions, saying it
was a University sportsofficiating cap that he received
while officiating a track meet in
1971.
He no longer wears the cap
and the only Olympic memorabilia he has kept is his gold medal and a Bowling Green city limits sign which was presented
to him by the city after he won
the medal.

Wood
County

He said the experience he
gained from Olympic competition has helped
D See Wottle, page 7.

For Our
Future.
Leadership To Serve Us And America >,

Democratic

MICHAEL s.

DUKAKIS

He said the city sign announces that Bowling Green is home
to the 1972 gold medalist.
"I'm out of my hat-wearing
days, but the sign h important to
me," Wottle said.
Originally from Canton, he
said he began track and cross
country as a high school freshman and entered competition at
the University during his junior
year.
"It was a sport I found I could
do well in," Wottle said.
After excelling during University competition, he said he tried
out for the Olympic team, during which he tied the 800-meter
world record of 1:44.3.
Wottle said he also competed
in the 1500-meter Olympic race,
but lost in the semifinals.
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Dave Wottle takes first place for Bowling Green during a track meet. Wottle ran for the Falcons between 1971 and 1973 and won a gold medal during the 1 972 Olympics in the 800-meter sprint.
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Socialization,
relaxation, fun
vital to grads
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter
Parties can be a leisure time activity, but they can also be a
needed social outlet, according to the Graduate Student Senate
president.
The social component of GSS aids the graduate students because it
caters to a need the departments do not fill, said Teresa Tancre, GSS
president.
"At the events, (graduate students) not only have time to relax
and get out of their offices, but to socialize and get a viewpoint outside of their department," Tancre said.
The reason GSS budgets for social programming is because —
with the exception of the Third World Graduate Student Association
— GSS is the only organization that fills the social needs of graduate
students, Tancre said.
She said there are more campus undergraduate organizations to
plan social events and undergraduates nave more activities designed for them in the town.
"If you go out to this community on the weekends, the night clubs
have an undergraduate population," Tancre said. "(GSS social
events) gives graduate students a night of their own."
The events most common to GSS are pizza parties and jazz cafes
at Soft Rock Cafe and the Ice Arena Lounge.
The next GSS social event is a Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner Nov.
20, from 3 to 7 p.m., at the Off-Campus Communter Center. The
event is sponsored in cooperation with TWGA.
"We get a different variety of crowd at the Soft Rock because it is
more centrally located and within walking distance for more graduate students, Tancre said.
Graduate students may make donations at each social event to
benefit charity through the get-togethers.
"I would like to see us donate to charities or if some (other cause)
comes up, to strive to help others," Tancre said.
The $150 proceeds from the last GSS event will be donated to help
the people left homeless by Hurricane Gilbert.
"We want to have some type of purpose, not only for graduate students, but for some type of charity also," Tancre said.
, AMERICAN :

; LUNG ASSOCIATION.

HOWARD'S club H
NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

After observing ground covered by two types of clover in an experiment. Andrew Korytko, graduate student in biology, dictates the percent of soil in a cup covered by each plant to Scott Whitehlll. a doctoral
student in biology. The experiment, designed to see which plant will

Wednesday thru Saturday
November 2-4
• Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

A Proven Record of

Leadership
Hard Work
Results
Made Aggressive Bridge
Program a Priority
147 Bridges
Have Been Repaired

Frats plan
litter-free
project

by Christian Thompson

by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

staff reporter

For the second program of
"Sexpectations" week, the Kreischer Quadrangle coordinator
said Tuesday that communication is possible in sexual relationships between students.

"People don't want to talk about birth
control right before sex because it may
interfere with the romance."
-Larry Newbree, Kreischer complex
coordinator
communicate their views about
sexual relationships.
"People don't want to talk
about birth control right before
sex because it may interfere
with the romance,'' Newbree
said.

During a program entitled
"Communication in a Relationship? Yes, It's Possible,"
Information on contracepLarry Newbree, complex coordinator of Kreischer, distributed tives, venereal diseases and
a questionnaire about sexual re- help centers was also distriblationships and showed a video uted through the audience during the program, which was pre
about contraception.
He said he used the question- sented as part of the "Sexpectanaire to encourage students to tions" week. The week has been
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Newbree said contraceptives
are very important because
"they could save your life."

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

• Black 8. White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives

COMMISSIONER

"The University Health
Center has expressed concern
about the increase in the cases
of chlamydia. The test for the
disease is relatively inexpensive
and quick," he said. "Having it
done now will keep people from
having problems in the future."

Immediate
Housing Openings

A Strong Record of Positive Action

STEVENS

organized by the Kohl Hall
weight club and staff council
and by the Office of Student Activities and Orientation.

More than 100 fraternity
members are expected to help
Bowling Green become litterfree this weekend as part of
Mayor Ed Miller's "Good
Neighbor" campaign.
Rich Teitz, project coordinator and Interfraternity
Council Greek unity chairman,
said the litter project is an effort
to bring fraternities together in
an all-Greek philanthropy.
Neighborhoods targeted by
the cleanup crews willbe areas
of Wards 1 and 2 from Poe to
Napoleon Roads, between
Thurstin Avenue and Enterprise
Street and Manville Avenue and
South College Drive.
The project is sponsored by
the Interfraternity Council, the
City of Bowling Green and the
Litter Prevention and Recycling Program. Twenty-three
fraternities are involved.

Help bring the world together.

835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Fri.

• Graphic Design Consultation

RE-ELECT

dominate the other one. is part of their Biology 422 Lab taught by
Candice Galen, assistant professor of biology. The experiment is at the
biology department's greenhouse just north of the Technology Building.

Dorm program stresses
sexual communication
"Having sex involves a great
deal more than finding a partner
and waking up with them the
next morning.

Mike Katon

BG News/Pat Mlngarelll
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City
Home offers shelter
by Scott R. Whltehead
city reporter

Somewhere in Bowling Green,
in a home which .may appear
typical, lives a very untypical
family. The residence is a foster
home for victimized girls.
The home was opened on Aug.
1 by Paraclete, a non-profit
Christian youth agency based in
Toledo.
Richard Breiner, director of
Paraclete, said secrecy is
necessary to ensure that the
home operates smoothly so its
location is confidential.
Breiner did concede that the
home is located north of Bowling
Green, and is run by a married
couple, Paul and Alice Thompson.
He said the focus of the home
is to provide a safe, comforting
place for girls age 12 to 18.
The home, which is called
"Inner Peace," is primarily a
haven for victims of sexual
abuse and dysfunctional families, he said.
In order to help the girls during their stay, Breiner said Kim

Downs, a counselor, visits the
home often for therapeutic sessions with the foster residents.
A home of this type was long
overdue in Bowling Green, according to Breiner.
"We had been planning this
for 11/2 years, and we had talked about Lucas of northern
Wood County as a possibility.
We decided we like the BG
community and all the good
(counseling) resources available," Breiner said.
Paul Thompson said he enjoys
opening up his home to as many
as four girls for six months at a
time.
"There's a great lack of foster
homes. Opening up your home is
a great reward for yourself and
it's fulfilling a need for those
who need it, Thompson said.
Thompson said so far his son
and daughter, ages five and six,
have been very receptive to the
girls.

Thompson said he has always
tried to be socially aware and
explained helping out young
people is just one of society's
needs.
"When I was in college I
looked at the greatest needs in
society and decided that the elderly and the young needed the
most assistance," he said. "By
doing this I've realized you can
really make a difference in
someone's life."
While he admitted the home
appears to be very successful
thus far, Thompson said there is
still a great need for more foster
homes in Northwest Ohio.

"The kids have been integral
in showing their love for the
girls. They (the foster girls) can
feel a real sense of family," he
said.

Thompson also expressed
concern Tor the resistance which
met "Inner Peace," since both
Weston and Portage refused to
rezone their communities to allow for the home to open.
"People lust don't realize how
much good this home is doing.
They also don't realize how
widespread this problem is," he
said. "It is growing in leaps and
bounds, and we still have a need
for more homes."

for little pay," Wottle said.
Wottle said, instead of coaching, he now speaks occasionally
to college students and business
employees on the ability to
achieve desired goals, comparing them to the athletic goals he
reached as an Olympian.
He said the feeling of winning
the gold medal was tremendous.
"It's a feeling you wish everyone could feel at some point in

their lives. You feel tremendously satisfied and proud of the
country you represent," Wottle
said.
In 1973, at a track meet in
Eugene, Ore., Wottle earned
recognition for being the third
fastest mile runner in the world
by winning a race against the
fastest mile runners.
His time which earned him the
recognition was 3:53.3.

Wottle
D Continued from page 5.
him in coaching track and cross
country at Walsh College for two
years and at Bethany College in
West Virginia for six years. He
left Bethany College when he
accepted his position at Rhodes
in 1982.
Wottle said, because of long
hours and little pay, he would
not re-enter the coaching field.
"It's a big time commitment

Have we shot you yet?
The KEY is currently taking group pictures of
organizations and greeks for The 1989 yearbook.
There are limited spaces available for group shots, so act now
to reserve a spot In the book.
To meet our deadline, all photos must be taken before
Thanksgiving!
Call Amy at The KEY, 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Be a part of The 1989 KEY!
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Opinion
Perkins a solid choice
for state Senate seat
The race for Ohio's 2nd Senate District 6eat pits
two impressive and qualified candidates for a seat
being vacated by Senate President Paul Gillmor, who
is running for Congress in the 5th District.
Alvin Perkins, a Democrat and second term Wood
County commissioner, has more of the necessary
experience to replace Gillmor in the Senate than does
his opponent, Betty Montgomery.
Although Miss Montgomery, the Republican Wood
County Prosecutor, has noteworthy credentials, she
lacks the down-to-earth approach to problems the
district neeJs.
The district is comprised of Wood, Ottawa and
parts of Lucas and Erie counties, including
Sandusky. It is a vast and predominantly rural area.
Bowling Green and Sandusky are the biggest cities.
Perkins, a licensed plumber for 35 years, served as
a Bowling Green city councilman for three years and
as Bowling Green mayor for seven before becoming
a county commissioner in 1983.
As a Democrat, his success at the polls in heavily
Republican Wood County suggests that he maintains
an open mind and puts politics aside when tackling a
problem.
...
,
He speculates that, if elected, he would be the only
plumber in the Senate. He promises to represent the
working man. His plain-spoken style ar.d background
suggest that's true.
"As a plumber, I know two things. Water flows
downhill, and you can't walk on it."
That quote captures Perkins' attitude.
Perkins' goals — stimulating business growth and
cleaning up the environment — are in line with the
priorities of voters in the district.
He was among officials in Wood County who helped
land a regional Wall Street Journal publishing
facility and other plants that created hundreds of
jobs. Perkins also helped secure an interchange that
will link 1-75 with the Ohio Turnpike.
As a member of his local plumbers' labor union,
Perkins learned about negotiations from a worker's
point of view. As a mayor and county commissioner,
he saw labor-management relations from the other
side of the table.
Montgomery shares Perkins' values and is
particularly adamant about drug intervention and
education policies. As a county prosecutor, she has
developed a reputation as being tough on crime, and
she will undoubtedly be a force for a long time to
come.
Both candidates deserve plaudits for keeping their
campaigns free of the backbiting and bitter
exchanges that have plagued other national and local
races.
Montgomery and Perkins spoke respectfully of
each other in individual interviews. They called
themselves friends, and they expect to remain so
regardless of the outcome of the election.
For now, however, the 2nd Senate District is due to
be vacated, and Perkins would work hard to fill the
void created by Gillmor's departure.

Raprlnted from Sandusky Raglstar, Thursday, October 20,1988

ROOM AND MEAL PLANS WILL BE MAILED TO YOU, AND THE
PAYMENTS ARE DUE NOVEMBER 15.
ANY QUESTIONS? CALL THE OFFICE OF ONCAMPUS HOUSING, 440 STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING
372-2011
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Local locksmith business expanding
Mi™*** ^H

m

by Judy Immcl
special assignment reporter
Bill Mandlebaum moves
around his basement like a
small boy examining the wonders of a toy store.
But the thousands of blank
keys hanging from pegs and the
equipment and supplies filling
the shelves and counter space
are not toys — they are his livelihood.
, _
Mandlebaum opened The
Brass Key Shop, which he operates from his home at 407 N.
Main St., nine years ago when he
moved to Bowling Green from
Oklahoma.
"I checked the market and
saw there was a need for locksmithing, which I did in Oklahoma, he said. " My first year
here, I spent most of my time
unlocking cars, which is no way
to put food on the table."
In the intervening years,
Mandlebaum has built a "comfortable living" by focusing on
commercial work, which makes
up about 70 percent of his business. He also does a lot of high
security work, after recently investing $2,500 to purchase the

BG News/ John Grieshop

Bill Mandlebaum, owner of The Brass Key Shop, 407 N. Main St,
Epairs a lock in his key shop that is located in the basement of his
.me. Mandlebaum, who has been in business for nine years, said
he does his best business in the fall when students return.

by Linda Hoy

^Tnis should be more small-scale, economic and restaurant
gowth. Jobs, taxes, whatever you want to say," he said. "But the efrts will definitely be regional, larger than just the Toledo area."
The scale for the changes is hard to predict, Moon said.
"That's probably the hardest issue to address," he said. "You can
look at other situations, but each one is different."
Moon said at other interchanges, small-scale community and residential development occurred soon after the completion of the
interchange, sometimes even before construction was finished.
Large scale industrial development, however, generally does not
occur until years later, he said.
"This area, however, does offer industrial opportunities that are
already in place," he said. "This may accelerate the process."
Negative effects of the interchange can occur when individuals
are asked to move in order to facilitate construction of the interchange, he said.
"It s good for the people who live there, because they will be wealthy soon. However, it's also bad, because they will be moving too,"
Moon said. "There will be displaced people and consumed farmland.
"The happiest people in the whole thing, usually, are the ones who
own rural land and want to sell it to move to the city," he said.
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including their driver's license
number or a complete description.
While the shop hours of The
Brass Key Shop are from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., the hours Mandlebaum works sometimes are
more like those of a doctor than
a businessman.
"When something goes wrong
with a lock, people usually can't
wait three days. I do a lot of
work after hours," he said.
Despite the unusual hours, he
said he encourages people to
learn the locksmith art. The
Brass Key Shop is one of 10 certified in the state to take apprentices, of whom "there've been a
steady stream of," he said.
Although he has worked a variety of other jobs, including
work in the animal research
field, locksmithing is "probably
something I'll keep doing till the
day I die," he said. "The more
I've gotten into it, the more fascinating it's become," he said.
"I start at 8 a.m. each day with a
clean calendar. I have no idea
what I'll be doing until the phone
rings. But I like to be kept on my
toes like that."

Library, treatment areas added

Regional development should begin to grow while the construction
of two new interstate interchanges is underway, according to a geography professor at the University of Toledo.
Henry Moon, assistant professor of geography, said the new interstate 75 and Ohio Turnpike interchange in Perrysburg Township will
provide large scale development if planned correctly.
"The development that results from this type of interchange will
result in more large, industrial-type development," Moon said.
At the second interchange, planned for Airport Highway on Toledo's west side, Moon said he foresees more community, residential-
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"A locksmith here some years
ago let a guy into an apartment
on a Friday afternoon, and when
the students came back Sunday,
the place had been cleaned out,
he said.
Mandlebaum said he takes
precautions by having customers fill out a complete form.

assistant city editor

Call the News at 372-2603.

S31 RIDGE

the blank versions for old keys
as well as the new ones, Mandlebaum said.
He said although there is a
national certification process,
there are no laws regulating
locksmiths in Ohio.
"I could take you to the
courthouse in the morning, pay
$35 for a vendor's license, and
i'ou could set up shop as a
ocksmith,"hesaid.
Besides there being no guarantee of what the locksmith
knows, Mandlebaum said another problem with the business
is the question of ethics.
"I heard of one guy who spent
time in the state pen who became a locksmith," he said.
"When people found out, his
business dried up fast."
The locksmith also has to
protect himself from unethical
people.

Interchanges
Abuse center
to spark growth branches out
by Rebecca Thomas

Got a news tip?
A hot story idea?

,

equipment.
"That's why I'm not worried
about competition very much,
although they have correspondence schools to teach locksmithing," he said. "The ads say
you can make a lot of money
easily, but the equipment you
need to be able to service an
area is expensive. I've managed
to build a little at a time."
Mandlebaum took a correrndence class himself to learn
art, after his wife encouraged him to learn more about
the keys and locks he had been
collecting.
He went on to become certified in both of the national
locksmithing programs.
"You have to be educated because the business changes as
fast as something like the computer industry. The locksmiths
always seem to be one step behind the manufacturer and the
burglars," he said.
In Bowling Green, besides
dealing with the latest locks, a
locksmith also faces locks from
as far back as the 1850s because
of the number of old houses in
town.
One important aspect of the
business is making sure he has
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The Wood County Council
on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse is expanding its faculties to enhance client care
and community resources by
providing additional treatment space and a library for
student usage.
Larry Mershman. director
of the council, said the library
will contain resource materials for high school or college
students doing research on
alcohol or drug abuse.
Having a library in the
center will allow a student to
ask a counselor for additional
explanation of the materials
he has read, Mershman said,
adding that books will also be
available for checking out.
"It (the library) is also a
way of inviting the public to
see what's happening in the
treatment of alcohol and drug
problems in their community "he said.
The expansion, expected to
be completed by Nov. 11, will
double the center's space and
firovide additional staff ofices which will improve the
treatment process for clients,
he said.
Four counselors responsible for the 10 school districts
in the county are currently
sharing an office with the
prevention education coordinator and the data coordinator, but the expansion
will allow each counselor to
have a private office, he said.
Mershman said inadequate

office space inhibits the
client's ability to trust in the
counselor and hinders successful treatment.
"You need space to be able
to have that confidential
interaction with your counselor," he said.
Two treatment rooms,
large enough to accommodate 12 to 15 people, will
also be constructed in the addition to allow for group intervention and family counseling, he said.
"The primary methodology
of counseling is group treatment," he said.
Family counseling is sometimes necessary in treatment
of adults or adolescents, but
because of size limitations,
that type of programming
could not be implemented, he
said.
"We never had the space or
even the parking lot space to
be able to orchestrate something like that." he said.
"We re going to be able to do
that now."
The treatment rooms will
enable counselors to use
blackboards for illustrating
points and video cassette recorders for supplementing
lectures with educational
films, he said.
A community room will
also be constructed to use for
public education programs or
as additional treatment
room, he said.
"We're trying to look at opportunities where we'll be
more of a resource to the
community," he said.

Elsewhere
Toledo CEOs urge change

IGNews

Toledo has a weak-mayor form of
government under which the city manager
runs daily operations. The city's eight council members and mayor are electedat large.
Under a strong-mayor system, political
power would be centralized in the hands of a
mayor who would have broad powers in running the city.
Cities across the Midwest are competing
to attract economic opportunities for their
citizens, Skeddle said.

"If Toledo is to be competitive; if Toledo is
to have a chance of providing its citizens
with good jobs and a bright economic future,
we need dynamic leadership. Time and time
again, the city manager system has failed to
yield this type of solid leadership.''
Skeddle was among four CEOs Wednesday
who endorsed an issue on the Nov. 8 ballot
that would give the city a strong-mayor form
of government.
Darryl Allen, Trinova Cora's president
and CEO; Robert Lanigan, Owens-Illinois
Inc.'s chairman and CEO, and Gerald Mitchell, Dana Corp.'s chairman and CEO, also
said they supported the measure.
A strong-mayor system would allow
Toledo to attract better, more qualified
mayoral candidates, Skeddle said.
"I do believe that we need a higher talent
base, and I do believe that this issue will allow for that. The person who will come forward will be a different kind of person than

we've had in the past.... I think that person
will be able to act more closely with the
business community," be said.
Supporters of the proposed charter change
said a strong mayor would be accountable to
the people.
It also would give mayors four-year terms
of office and an annual salary equal to that
of a Municipal Court Judge, about 188,750 a
year. Mayor Donna Owens, who is paid
$36 900, is opposed to the measure.
If the issue passes, it would take effect
Dec. 1,1889,30 days before Ms. Owens' current term expires.
Two years ago, voters rejected a strongmayor issue that was tied to setting up
single-member districts for council representation.
Supporters of the current proposal say
they are optimistic because, unlike two
years ago, many business and civic leaders
are backing the proposal.

High Ohio voter turnout predicted
COLUMBUS (AP) — A record number of Ohioans will vote in next
week's election despite negative campaigning and perceived voter
dissatisfaction with the presidential candidates, Secretary of State
Sherrod Brown said Wednesday.
Brown predicted that 4.68 million voters would turn out Tuesday,
74.1 percent of the state's 6.32 million registered voters. By comparison, 73.4 percent of 6.33 million registered voters went to the polls in
the presidential election four years ago.
"If you look across the country and you listen to commentators
and analysts and you hear what people say about the presidential
election, they tell us over and over again that the voters are apathetic this year, that people aren't going to vote in large numbers, that
there doesn't seem to be any interest in this election. They should
come to Ohio and see what's going to happen here," Brown told a
news conference.

Although the number of voters might be a record, the percentage
turnout would not be a high mark. The secretary of state's office said
74.4 percent voted in the 1980 election, and participation rates of 80
percent were believed common in the era from 1880 to 1900.
Brown based his prediction on several factors, including the registration of approximately 500,000 voters since July; updated voter
registration lists in which hundreds of thousands of people reported
changes of address which will allow them to vote; campaigning in
Ohio by the Republican and Democratic tickets; more money for sophisticated get-out-the-vote operations; and brisk absentee balloting
at county election boards.
Statewide registration for Tuesday's election was pegged at
6,323,352, slightly below the 1984 level of 6,332,454. An estimated 1.5
million additional Ohioans who otherwise would be eligible to vote
are not registered.

Decision angers city unions
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Ohio's Supreme Court on Wednesday struck down a.section of
law requiring charter cities to
accept binding arbitration as a
means of resolving contract disputes with police and firemen.
The 4-3 decision triggered
angry reaction from police,
firemens' and other unions that
said it destroys an agreement
with state lawmakers that has
averted strikes and slowdowns
by safety forces.
In a related decision, the court
upheld the remainder of the
Public Employee Collective
Bargaining Act of 1984 that
permits public employers to
recognize and bargain with
unions and allows strikes by
non-safety force workers.
Chief Justice Thomas Moyer
wrote the majority decision in a
case in which the City of Rocky
River contended binding arbitration violates so-called home
rule provisions of the Ohio Constitution.
Moyer said while the law was
intended to promote labor
peace, it does not Justify interference with the right of municipalities to set salaries and

wages of safety forces. Cities
must also adopt budgets, he
said.

bitration were included in the
long-debated law, officers would
withhold their request for the
right to strike.

Justice Andy Douglas, who
wrote a sharply worded minority opinion, cited numerous examples in which arbiters did not
Sant wage increases due to limd city resources.

"This is a stab in the back to
every law enforcement officer in
this state," Stokes said, adding
that lawyers are studying the
possibilty of further legal action.

"By striking down this provision, the majority leaves the
act, as it pertains to safety
forces, without a heart... cities
will once again face the prospect
of disruptive and dangerous
work slowdowns and stoppages
by their safety forces," Douglas
wrote.

Robert Shields, president of
the Ohio Association of Professional Firefighters, said his organization is "shocked and outraged" while John Hodges,
president of the Ohio AFL-CtO,
said the decision deprives safety
forces "of their only effective
weapon for fair wages, hours
and working conditions."

Dewey Stokes of Columbus, a
longtime Statehouse lobbyist
and spokesman for the Fraternal Order of Police, said it
agreed in 1984 that if binding ar-

The decision does not apply to
police and firemen who work for
other units of government, such
as counties.

Robinson said, is "happy to
help a friend. She believes she
(Mrs. Marcos) is innocent
because she knows that Mrs.
Marcos didn't commit any
crimes."

NEW YORK (AP) - Imelda Marcos' quest for a benefactor ended Wednesday
when tobacco heiress Doris
Duke agreed to put up the $5
million needed by the former
first lady of the Philippines to
secure her bail on racketeering charges.

Mrs. Marcos flew to New
York from the couple's homein-exile in Honolulu aboard
Miss Duke's lavishly appointed private jet.
All the paperwork regarding the posting of bond was
not complete, and it was
unclear how soon Mrs. Marcos would be able to leave
New York.

Miss Duke will post more
than $5 million in municipal
bonds as bail for Mrs. Marcos, who is accused along
with her husband, former
Philippine president Ferdinand Marcos, of looting more
than 1100 million from their
homeland.

Until the settlement of the
bail question, Mrs. Marcos
was barred by Keenan from
returning to her ailing husband in Hawaii, where the
couple have lived since their
ouster in 1966.
Marcos, 71, remained in
Hawaii. Defense attorneys
argued last week that he was
too frail to make the 10-hour
flight. Keenan postponed
Marcos' arraignment
pending an examination by a
government physician.

Lawyers said the bonds
would actually be worth between $5.3 million and $5.4
million depending on market
fluctuation, although the
exact types of bonds were not
revealed.
"It was Miss Duke's idea to
help," her lawyer, Donald
Robinson, said after a hearing before U.S. District Judge
John Keenan in Manhattan.
Mrs. Marcos, 59, who has
been staying in an
$l,800-a-day suite at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, did not attend the court session.
"Mrs. Marcos is extremely
grateful and w as tearful when
she learned of the offer," said
Robinson.
The 75-year-old Miss Duke,

The Marcoses are charged
with racketeering, accused of
C" ndering $103 million from
Philippine treasury, funneling it to foreign bank accounts and using it to buy
prime New York City real estate and art.
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Tobacco heiress posts
$5 million Marcos bail

Proposed strong-mayor system attracts corporations
TOLEDO (AP) — Toledo needs to change
its form of government to a strong-mayor
system If it is to attract companies and Jobs,
corporate executives said Wednesday.
"As a chief executive officer, I couldn't
imagine trying to run my company Riven the
kind of organizational structure that this
city currently has," said Ronald Skeddle,
president and CEO of Ubbey Owens Ford
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AM A seeks cigarette ban

News Briefs

Distribution ot smokeless tobacco product may be halted

Lebanon inmate faces
possible death sentence

CHICAGO (AP) — The nation's largest
medical association on Wednesday sought to
halt distribution of a "smokeless cigarette,"
saying it should be removed from shelves
until it is judged "safe for human consumption."
The American Medical Association filed
legal petitions with state health authorities
in Arizona and Missouri — where the product is being test marketed — contending that
the smokeless cigarette is a "new, hazardous" drug that needs further testing.
The product, dubbed "Premier" toy manufacturer R.J. Reynolds Co., contains nicotine, an "addictive drug ... which has been
implicated in cardiovascular disease," high
blood pressure and other medical problems,
the AMA said.
"The scientific evidence is crystal clear
about the adverse health effects of nicotine
and carbon monoxide," Dr. Roy Schwarz of

the AMA said at a news conference.
R.J. Reynolds responded with a news
release contending that "Premier is a cigarette ... not a drug-delivery system ..." the
release said. "Reynolds finds it difficult to
understand how the AMA can in good faith
suggest that Premier be banned."
The petitions, filed Wednesday with the
Arizona Board of Pharmacy and the Missouri Department of Health, maintain that
Premier "is a new drug that is being sold ...
without prior (federal) regulatory approval."
Neither state responded to the petitions
immediately, but each state's laws require it
to answer eventually, said AMA attorney
Michael Zarski. If officials in either state
decided to pull the product, they would be
required to obtain a court injunction, he
said.
"The American public has the right to ex-

Uranium center
fueling disputes
CINCINNATI (AP) — Debate over whether to close or clean up the
federal government's Fernald uranium processing plant moved into
the political crossfire between presidential candidates George Bush
and Michael Dukakis.
Bush says that, if elected, his administration will work to clean up
the Feed Materials Production Center and will try to ensure the
safety of neighbors of the plant 18 miles northwest of Cincinnati.
But a spokesman for the Dukakis campaign said the Reagan administration could have begun a cleanup nearly eight years ago
when President Reagan and Bush took office.
The U.S. Department of Energy, which owns the plant, has admitted that the plant has spewed thousands of pounds of radioactive
uranium oxide dust into the atmosphere during its 37 years of processing uranium for the government's production of nuclear
nipo ruin Q

The plant's neighbors and the state of Ohio have two separate lawsuits pending in U.S. District Court in Cincinnati, alleging that the
plant has contaminated its environment with radioactive materials.
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pect that the products they consume have
Seen judged safe for human consumption before being placed on the shelves for sale,"
said Dr. James Sammons, AMA executive
vice president.
Company spokeswoman Maura Payne in
Winston-Salem, N.C., said the company is
making no medical claims for the product
and therefore the U.S. Food and Drug Administration needn't approve it in advance.
The main difference between Premier and
other cigarettes "is that the tobacco is warmed, not burned," Ms. Payne said.
"We're not claiming that 'Premier' is safe
or safer than any other cigarettes on the
market," she said.
She said the cigarettes contain a nicotine
level of 0.4 milligrams and carbon monoxide
"at about the same level as a 'lights'
brand."

Lawyers indicted
on felony charges
TOLEDO (AP) - Two
Toledo lawyers were indicted
Wednesday on charges of
taking affidavits from the
Municipal Court clerk's office
so they could delay or stop
cases from coming to trial, a
Lucas County prosecutor
said.
Assistant Prosecutor
James Bates also said evidence against other lawyers
who allegedly took affidavits
might be presented to a grand
jury soon.
Sheldon Wittenberg was indicted on 44 counts of tampering with records and 44 counts
of obstructing official business, Bates said. Ronnie
Wingate was charged with 21
counts of each of the same
charges.
The maximum sentence for
tampering with records, a
fourth-degree felony, is 18
months in prison and a $2,500
fine. Obstructing official
business, a second-degree
misdemeanor, carries a maximum sentence of 90 days and
a $750 fine.
A lawyer convicted of a
felony would face automatic
suspension, Bates said. A
hearing before the Ohio Su-

preme Court would be held to
determine final disciplinary
action.
Several telephone calls to
Wingate's ana Wittenberg's
homes Wednesday were not
answered.
Thirty-five attorneys have
been linked to nearly 600
missing affidavits in the city
since 1974.
Wittenberg was linked to
231 missing affidavits and
Wingate to 96.
The cases involved people
who were accused of crimes
including drunken driving,
carrying a concealed weapon,
child endangering and soliciting.
The grand jury was only
presented evidence against
Wittenberg and Wingate.
"We began with an investigation of the system and
the two lawyers who had the
most numbers. Based on the
indictments, we will now be
evaluating the rest of the attorneys involved and the extent of their participation in
this activity, and make subsequent determinations
whether to present their
cases to other grand juries,"
Bates said.
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LEBANON, Ohio (AP) Roger Dale Powers could
face the death penalty after
being convicted Wednesday
of aggravated murder for
fatally stabbing a fellow inmate at the Lebanon Correctional Institute.
A Warren County Common
Pleas Court jury ended a second day of deliberations
Wednesday by announcing
that it had found Powers guilty of aggravated murder
with death penalty specifications.
Powers was convicted of
the Dec. 7 murder of fellow
Lebanon inmate Phillip Mitchell.
The iury deliberated for
seven hours Tuesday, then
was sequestered overnight
and returned to deliberate for
almost two hours Wednesday
before issuing its verdict.

The jury returns Thursday
to hear testimony in the sentencing portion of the trial,
then will recommend punishment to the judge. Powers,
30, could be sentenced to
death, life in prison with parole eligibility after 30 years,
or life with parole eligibility
after 20 years. Judge Neal B.
Bronson would not necessarily be bound by the jury's recommendation if it advocates
the death penalty.
In closing arguments Tuesday, defense lawyer Patrick
Long said Powers has a long
history of severe mental
problems. Powers pleaded
innocent and innocent by
reason of insanity.
The defense did not dispute
that Powers killed Mitchell
with a knife from the prison
kitchen.

Warren voters decide
fate of proposed prison
WARREN, Ohio (AP) The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction
won't be deterred by voters
from building a $35.4 million
prison in Warren, even if a
state legislator fights the
plan, a department spokeswoman says.
Tessa Unwin said the state
will not waste taxpayer dollars which already nave been
invested in the area.
Sen. Paul E. Pfeifer. R-Bucyrus, said Tuesday that the
state should not force Warren
to accept the prison if voters
approve a ballot measure
Tuesday that would prohibit
the city from providing services to the facility.
Pfeifer said that if voters
support the measure, he will
fight the department's

request for appropriations
before the State Controlling
Board. The board would have
to approve a departmental
request to switch money for
the prison to Warren. The
money had been appropriated
to build a prison at a Cuyahoga County site.
Ms. Unwin said the department does not want to
comment on the controlling
board issue because the argument is hypothetical until
le results from Tuesday's
election are in.
Pfeifer said he would not
have made any comments before the election if the department had not made a
public statement last week
about its plans to go ahead
with the construction.

Polish domestic airliner
crash kills passenger
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — A domestic airliner with 29 people
aboard crashed Wednesday while trying to make an emergency
landing in a field, and a police officer saidall but one passenger survived.
The official PAP news agency originally reported that 16 people
were killed. It retracted the report several hours later, confirming
the account of a local police officer who told The Associated Press
there was one death.
Authorities reported five people were hospitalized and at least 10
were treated for minor injuries and released. The police officer,
Capt. Jerzy Pacula, said most passengers suffered only minor injuries.
The Soviet-built, Antonov-24 twin-engine turboprop plane, was on
a flight from Warsaw to Rzeszow when it crashed in the village of
Bialobrzegi, PAP said. It was carrying 25 passengers and four crew.
The plane went down — apparently due to a mechanical failure —
in an empty field 170 miles southeast of Warsaw, said Pacula, the
officer at police headquarters in Rzeszow.
He said by telephone that the pilot was moments from making an
emergency landing in the field when he lost control and the aircraft
plummeted to the ground. The pilot's actions averted a greater disaster, PAP said.
"The pilot managed to land the machine on its belly on a flat field
and the maneuver, performed in a masterly way, saved the lives of
the passengers," PAP said. It also commended a "quick and effective rescue operation."
All the crew members survived, and the slightly injured pilot
aided rescue operations at the scene, Pacula said.
A doctor on duty at a hospital in nearby Lancut said the facility
treated 13 people from the crash and hospitalized three of them in
serious condition. Pacula said another two people were hospitalized
in Rzeszow.
Poland's worst air disaster occurred on May 9,1987, when a Soviet-built Ilyushin-62-M jetliner on a LOT flight to New York crashed
outside Warsaw after one engine broke apart. It killed 183 people.
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Sports
Ditka suffers Jackson picks OSU
heart attack Macomber star leaves Syracuse second
LAKE FOREST, 111. (AP)
— Chicago Bears coach Mike
Ditka suffered a mild heart
attack Wednesday after his
daily workout at the team's
training camp and was hospitalized in serious condition.
The 49-year-old Ditka was
alert and conscious and being
treated at the intensive care
unit of Lake Forest Hospital,
said Dr. Jay Alexander a
staff cardiologist. Ditka's
wife, Diana, was at the hospital with him.
Alexander said he expected
Ditka would recover completely, "barring anything
unforseen."
Ditka was given medicine
for a blocked artery and
Alexander said the coach
would require hospitalization
for at least a week while doctors determined the extent of
the blockage.
"It's too soon to say when
he will be back and resuming
his duties," Alexander said.
Bears president Mike
McCaskey, who visited Ditka
at the hospital, described the
coach as being in good spirits
and even joking that he had
planned to visit a friend Wednesday at the same hospital
anyway.
McCaskey said he would
name an assistant coach later
this week to direct Sunday's
game against Tampa Bay in
Ditka's absence.
Both the players and
McCaskey agreed the disruption would be minimal because a game plan was nearly
completed ana Ditka increasingly has turned over playcalling responsibilities to
offensive coordinator Ed
Hughes and his defensive
counterpart, Vince Tobin.

"We're left in very capable
hands," said safety Dave
Duerson. "We're a bunch of
professionals and we know
what our jobs are. ... Certainly, though, Mike's going
to be in the back of our minds,
and Sunday will be for him."
Alexander said he was uncertain, however, whether he
would let the often excitable
Ditka watch the contest on
television.
"We have to balance the
anxiety and stress level
that'll come from watching
the game versus not watching
the game," the doctor said. "I
think that's something we'll
have to sit down and think
about over the next several
days."
In keeping with his reputation for Deing headstrong —
both as an NFL coach and
Cyer — McCaskey said Diresisted the first attempts
by his assistant coaches to get
medical attention.
Club spokesman Bryan
Harlan said Ditka was getting
dressed to make an appearance at a rally for George
Bush at Stevenson High
School in nearby Prairie View
when he suffered chest pains.
Assistant coach Johnny Roland said Ditka had suffered
similar pains Monday, but
apparently did nothing about
Ditka has spent 27 years in
pro football, and was inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame
earlier this year.

He led the Bears to the
Super Bowl in 1965 and entered this season with a 61-27
mark, including seven postseason appearances. The
Bears are 7-2 this season.

Montana demands
starting 49ers job
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — Stopping iust short of a "play-meor-trade-me" demand, a confused Joe Montana says he won't settle
for the role of No. 2 quarterback with the San Francisco 49ers.
"I think that anybody who foresees himself as a backup anything
has problems to start with," Montana said after learning of coach
Bill Walsh's decision to start Steve Young for a second straight
week.
The 49ers' season-long quarterback controversy, which has virtually overshadowed the team's bid for a sixth straight playoff
berth, flared anew in the wake of Walsh's comments that Montana
won't be sufficiently recovered from various ailments to start Sunday at Phoenix.
Montana says he already is and contends he is in as good shape as
he was when he led the 49ers to their first Super Bowl title in 1961.
"I'm going to try and practice Wednesday, and I feel right now I
probably could be ready for the weekend," Montana, 32, said Monday.
The 49ers did not hold formal practice Tuesday, but one starter
said the quarterback flap is a creation of the media.
"It doesn't affect us at all," offensive tackle Harris Barton said.
"The players really don't look at it as a controversy."
He said he believes Montana can rebound strongly from his injuries, but did not question Walsh's decision to swap starters.
Montana said he felt that too much is being made of his back problem and nagging injuries to his elbow and ribs. Walsh last week said
the veteran quarterback was "battered" and needed a rest, even before Montana twisted his back and was not able to suit up against the
Minnesota Vikings.

Free
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NO GIMMICKS. HASSELS OR COUPONS JUST
GREAT SAVINGS
Save up to '75 on your B.G.S.U. Ring or take
The Free Four point diamond.
November 3rd and 4th. Bee Gee
Bookstore 1424 E. Wooster 10am - 3pm.

GREATEST SAVINGS EVER!

COLUMBUS (AP) — Before Jim Jackson puts
on an Ohio State basketball uniform for the first
time, he'd like to have played at the Buckeyes' St.
John Arena already.
Jackson, a 6-foot-6, 210-pound guard-forward
from Toledo Macomber and one of the most highly
recruited high school seniors in the nation, announced Wednesday that he intended to sh> a letter of intent next week to play for head coach Gary
Williams and the Buckeyes beginning with the
1989-90 season.
But before that, he'd like to take his team to a
state championship at St. John Arena.
"I have goals and our team has goals," Jackson
said of his approaching senior season at Macomber. "We want the (Toledo) City League chamSionship and we want to make a trip to Ohio
tate."
Jackson was selected as the inaugural Associated Press "Mr. Basketball" this spring and is a
two-time first-team All-Ohio selection. He averaged 26.7 points a game last season and 24.3 as a
sophomore. Most scouting publications list him as
one of the top five seniors in the country.
As a junior, Jackson also averaged 12 rebounds
and 5.6 assists per game while playing off-guard,
point guard, center and forward. Compared to
Adrian Dantley by his coach and called a smaller
Magic Johnson by others, Jackson shot 56 percent
from the field and 75 percent at the line.
Both Jackson and his coach at Macomber, Bart
Schroeder, pointed to Jackson's friendship with
Dennis Hopson, a former Ohio State player, as a
major factor in the decision.
Hopson, also a native of Toledo, blossomed in his
senior season two years ago to become the nation's
second-leading scorer. Hopson, who led the team
to a surprising 20-13 record in William's first year
at Ohio State, was then the No.3 pick overall in the
NBA draft by the New Jersey Nets.
"Gary Williams has proved he can take individ-

ual talent and use it without hiding it and still not
lose the team concept," Schroeder said. "Dennis
Hopson's senior year was a great example of
that."
Jackson said he was under no pressure to make
his decision.
"This is something I was able to block on the
court and even when I was at home," he said. "The
only times it came up was when I would talk to a
coach. There wasn't that much pressure on me and
if I had waited, there's no way it would have affected my senior season."
A year ago, Jackson narrowed the hundreds of
schools pursuing him to a final 10: North Carolina,
Georgetown, Ohio State, Michigan, Notre Dame.
DePaul, Purdue, Iowa, Nevada-Las Vegas and
Syracuse. They were then cut to five finalists —
North Catolina, Georgetown, Ohio State, NevadaLas Vegas and Syracuse.
His final decision came between Syracuse and
Ohio State.
"After getting to know Gary Williams and (assistant coach) Randy Ayers, I felt that was the
best choice for me," Jackson said. "It's a program
that is building with a new coach, and I felt I would
fit in with their program. A lot of the decision has
to do with the fact I'm from Ohio. You have to be
impressed with the way Ohio State has made a
commitment to recruiting Ohio first."
Jackson, with a 2.65 grade-point average,
already has scored a 19 on the ACT college entrance test and would be eligible to play his freshman year.
Jackson is the third player to verbally commit to
Ohio State. Fort Loramie's Tom Brandewie and
Cincinnati Forest Park's Alex Davis have said
they also will attend Ohio State. The 6-7 Brandewie
led his team to a state championship two years ago
as a sophomore, and the 6-1 Davis averaged 22.8
glints per game as a junior to earn Division n Allhio honors last season.
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Vikings
shutout
BG1-0
Kevin Smith's rebound
goal at 7:26 of the first half
lifted Cleveland State to a
1-0 victory over visiting
Bowling Green Wednesday
night, ending the Falcons'
two-game winning streak.
The Vikings, ranked
sixth in this week's Great
Lakes regional poll, are
now 11-6-3. BG falls to 7-11.
Cleveland State's Paul
Clark, the team's leading
scorer, got the assist.
On the scoring play,
Clark headed a shot at BG
goalie Mickey Loescher,
who made the save. Smith
then rebounded the ball
scored from 10 feet out.
Loescher, who had recorded back-to-back shut
outs in the Falcons' 1-0
wins over Michigan State
and Marquette, made seven saves in the contest.
Cleveland State's Blake
New recorded six saves.
The Vikings outshot the
Falcons 22-9.
BG travels to Ypsilanti,
Mich., Sunday to play
Eastern Michigan at 2 p.m.

IS

BG Newt
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Perry among greatest of all coaches
more importantly, he created
winners both on and off the field.
This is evident in that Perry,
along with Warren Stellar,
Harry Ockerman, and Robert
Whitaker, help to create the
"Falcons Nest of Coaches."
Perry himself was very instrumental in this creation because
now, he has many of his former
players and assistants coaching
elsewhere.
Included in that list is Don
Nehlen from the University of
West Virginia, Larry Smith
from the University of Southern
California, Bill Mallory at Indiana University, Bo Schembechler at the University of
Michigan, Jerry Berndt at Rice,
Jim Young at Army and Moe
Ankney here at Bowling Green.
For a man who has influenced
so many, he himself was also influenced into competing and
coaching athletics.
"I was always interested in
coaching, and I even coached
while I was still in high school,"
he said. "My dad pushed me
when I was young, that's why I
played all the sports in high
school."
During that time period, football was not as popular as it is
today in the aspect that Perry,
who was a fine athlete, was not
recruited out of Hartford High
School in Croton, Ohio. Instead,
he found out about it from his
boss at the gas station where he
worked.

by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

It was easily the largest crowd
of the year at Doyt L. Perry
Field.
Doyt L. Perry, the name alone
symbolizes almost 60 years of
Bowling Green football success,
and last Saturday he was
remembered
for it.
A crowd of
18,510 came
out to honor
the legendary
coach who in
the spring of
1989 will be Perry
enshrined
alongside other coaching
legends like Knute Rockne and
Frank Leahy in the College
Football Hall of Fame.
Many of his former players
and coaching partners were on
hand to share in the experience
with the man that tought them
the game. And what a game he
taught.
Among Perry s accomplishments include the fact that he is
currently ranked third in winning percentage (.855) in college
football history behind Leahy
and Rockne. He was the coach of
the undefeated national championship team in 1959, and in his
ll years (1955-64) at BG, he
compiled a 77-11-5 record. But

Photo Courtesy/BGSU Archive*
Doyt Perry instructs former quarterback and now West Virginia head
coach Don Nehlen during the 1955 season in which the Falcons finished
7-1 ■ 1. Nehlen's Mountaineers are currently ranked fourth in the nation.

"My boss at the gas station
was from BG and he knew I was
getting ready to go to college.
So, he recommended me to
come here," Perry said. "When
I came here, Warren Stellar was
the coach and at that time he
coached everything."
While at BG. Perry quarterbacked the Falcons to a 13-3-7
record in his three years

Photo Courtesy /BGSU Archives
Doyt Perry looks on from the sidelines during the 1959 National Championship season. Bowling Green finished a perfect 9-0 on the year.
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"Getz gets the job done"
FRED GETZ
WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Paid for by FRED GETZ Campaign
11232 Elm. Dunbridge. OH 43414 P. Gaz Treas.
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> Courtesy/BGSU Archives
Doyt Perry, seen here in 1964, gives former player Tony Trent a play. Perry, who has the third-highest winning
percentage in college football history, will be inducted in the College Football Hall of Fame in January.

The definitive movie on John Lennon
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(1929-31).
"The thing I remember most
about my playing days was that
during the tune I played was
that we went 18 games with out
losing; now we had quite a few
ties, but that was pretty good at
the time," he said.
Following his fine playing career, he began his coaching career at Lorain Clearview High
School, where he coached from
193342. Then, in 1943, he left
Lorain and went to Upper Arlington High School where he
continued to coach until 1950. It
was then that hepacked his bags
and left for the Big Ten to coach
under the legendary Woody
Hayes.
After Hayes hired Perry, he
became his "right hand man".
"He liked me, probably because I was older than he was,"
Perry said. "He really was a
great coach, but he worked hard
at it and he worked the kids real
hard. I respect him a great
deal."
It was the philosophy of Hayes
and the Ohio State coaches in
general that Perry claims was
le key to winning football
games.
"He was a stickler on not making mistakes," he said. "That's
a big part of football, but for that
matter, it's a big part of life. If
you don't make mistakes, you'll
get ahead."
While on the staff at Ohio
State, or possibly even earlier in
his career, Perry came up with
the rules in which he coached
by.
They were his five guidelines
to being a good coach.
"I feel that in order to be a
good coach you need: 1 — good
coaches; 2 — to be a good organizer; 3 — you have to work hard;
4 — you must be a good motivator because morale is so important to winning football games,
and 5 —you have to possess a
great desire to win," he said.
C See Perry, page 13.
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If you are getting your degree In foreign languages, here's
your chance to 'talk' yourself Into a great career opportunity.
The U S. Army Is seeking linguists, both male and female. If you
successfully complete training, you'll be putting your experience
to work while earning a good salary to start, with good opportunities for quick advancement, plus food, lodging, medical and
dental care.
It's an opportunity that could lead to several civilian career
possibilities, and give you a real edge on life. Contact your local
Army Recruiter for more information.
280 8. Main St., Bowling Qraan, OH
382-7641
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Sabo bulking up for next year New academic
CINCINNATI (AP) — He has won
National League All-Star and Rookie of the
Year honors. Now Chris Sabo wants to be
Superman.
the Cincinnati Reds' third baseman is
spending six to seven hours a day, every
day, working out to build body strength so he
can avoid the injuries that marred the last
two months of his rookie season.
"I want to be a superhuman being when I
play next year so I never get hurt," Sabo
said Tuesday, after winning NL Rookie of
the Year honors. "I want to make my body a
lot tougher so it can withstand the abuse I
put it through."
The way he plays the game earned him
adulation and sapped his body last season,
leaving him with a good half-season.
Sabo, 28, had never played a full season on
artificial turf. The pounding his body took
from head-first slides and dives caught up
with him after the All-Star break.
He hit .312 through the All-Star game with
32 doubles and 10 homers. He was the only
rookie in the All-Star game, stealing a base
before a Riverfront Stadium crowd that
chanted his name.

Perry
□ Continued from page 12.
If it takes a great desire to
win. Perry must nave had it because from the time he took over
the helm as coach of the Falcons
in 1955, he never suffered a losing season. Even more impressively, he never lost more than
two games in a season.
Perry also never lost a game
to archrival University of
Toledo, Marshall (who was a
yearly opponent), or Western
Michigan. He also only lost two
games out of conference — West
Texas State and Fresno State in
the Mercy Bowl.
"The biggest moment I had
coaching was when we won the
national college championship
in 1959," Perry said. "We had to
beat Delaware that year and
they had a very good offense. We
were ready for them and beat
them 304.
"The only team we had problems with was Miami. We had a
chance to win the national
championship in 1955, but they
beat us. If we had won, we would
have been champs."
lt there is ever anyone who
has seen college
liege football revolutionize, it's Doyt Perry. He
said the biggest change has been
in the platoon system.
"The thing that changed football the most was when everyone went from playing
ways to only playing on the
offense or defense, he said. "In
a way it's for the better because
now the players are so specialized that it makes them better."
The one evolution in college
football that has hurt the game
is the conditioning program that
the players go through now.
Perry sees this as a vicious cycle that started with the introduction of weight training.
"Everyone's on weights now.
When I first started, weights
weren't being used as much.
Now everyone is using them, it
was a way to get ahead," he
said.
» steroids are being
used to try to get ahead, I feel
that they are cheating not only
football but also the individual.
After six decades of football,
Perry has seen many great
Cers and coaches come
ugh Bowling Green. But the
thought of himself being mentioned among the likes of
Rockne and Leahy still excites
this coaching legend.
"I'm thrilled with being mentioned along with these men,"
Perry said. 'I never started out
expecting it, but I'm very
happy, proud and pleased.
"I am happy because I have
done what I wanted to do all my
life. If I had to do it over again,
I'd still becofne a coach."
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The Mid-American Conference has created two postEraduate scholarship awards and named them in honor of the
ite Bob James, the second commissioner of the conference.
The Bob James Memorial Awards will be presented annually
to one male and one female MAC senior student-athlete who
plans to go on to graduate school.
Each MAC school may nominate one male and one female
for the post-graduate scholarships. Candidates must have a 3-5
minimum accumulative grade point average and show evidence of good character, leadership
ership and citizenship
citizenship.
Selection of the award recipients will be made by a committee consisting of three faculty representatives, one athletic director and one primary women's administrator.
Presentation of the awards will be made at the annual banquet held in conjunction with the MAC track championship.
James served as comissioner of the MAC from 1964-71. He
joined the conference in June 1964, replacing the late Dr. David
Reese, the MAC'S first commissioner. Prior to joining the
MAC, James served as the athletic director at the United
States Air Force Academy.
James left the MAC in 1971 to become the commissionr of the
Atlantic Coast Conference, a position that he held with distinction until his death in 1987.
The Bob James Memorial Awards are part of a recently approved MAC academic enrichment program. The program is
designed to recognize the academic accomplishments of MAC
student-athletes.
In addition to the Bob James Memorial Awards, the program
includes publishing an academic honor roll for student-athletes
who have a 3.0 accumulative grade point average or a 3.5 term
grade point average, and the awarding of plaques and certificatesto the student-athletes who maintain a 3.5 accumulative
grade point average.
"The Mid-American Conference has always been proud of its
scholar-athlete program," MAC commissioner Jim Lessig
said. "Now we will have the opportunity to further honor one
male and one female student-athlete each year who has excelled both in the classroom and on the athletic field.
"It is appropriate that the scholarships given to these student-athletes for post-graduate study should be named in honor
of Bob James.
"Bob provided outstanding leadership to the MAC during an
important period in the conference's history and made a very
postive contribution to all of the intercollegiate athletics as the
commissioner of the MAC and later as commissioner of the
ACC."

Krumrie among NFL's best
CINCINNATI (AP) — Nose
tackle Tim Krumrie, who has
led the Cincinnati Bengals in
tackles for the past three
seasons, deserves All-Pro recognition because of his intensity
and consistency, Bengals coach
Sam Wyche says.
"Traditionally, nose tackles
don't make as many tackles as
Tim does," Wyche said. "That's
why he deserves to be all-pro.
The reason be makes so
many tackles is he's such a Joe
Hustle guy. He's not as big as
some others, although he's
about 278, and he's not going to
outrun any running backs for 40
yards, but he's just in the right
place at the right time," Wyche
said.
Krumrie, 28, a former Wisconsin star drafted in the 10th
round by Cincinnati in 1983,
made 88 tackles last season and
113 the year before. He has been
the Bengals' team leader each
season since 1985, and he is the
leader again this year.
A Krumrie tackle is seldom
out in the open where fans and

television cameras can easily
see it. Typically, it comes in the
muck of the line at the bottom of
i pile of players.
often manages to slip
Krumriei (~
free from Mockers to make a
tackle. He credits that ability to
his experience as a prep school
and collegiate wrestler.
"It's upper body and leverage," he said. "A lot of it is just
leverage. You get underneath
the guy and control him. If you
Set good arm extension you can
o iust about whatever you want
to do. Wrestling's been a big key
for me. It helps me stay low and
helps me get my center of gravity under me so I can control a
Krumrie was twice an allAmerica linebacker at Wisconsin, but wrestling was one of his
loves. He gave up wrestling because football was taking too
much of his time.
Perhaps Krumrie's most notable game was against Dallas
three years ago. One Dallas
newspaper took the approach
that tew had ever heard of the

Cincinnati Bengals, and to prove
the point asked Cowboys center
Tom Rafferty who his man
would be.
"Krum ... Krummy ... I don't
know his name but he's No.69,"
Rafferty answered.
The remark was published in
Cincinnati. Glenn Cameron, a
Bengals linebacker of that era,
remembered watching Krumrie
read the item.
"His eyes looked like BBs and
his mouth got all tightened up,"
Cameron said. "You wouldn't
have wanted to face him on the
football field right about then."
The Bengals crushed Dallas,
50-24, Krumrie overwhelmed
Rafferty and Sports Illustrated
selected Krumrie for the magazine's all-pro team.
"Tim practices like he plays,"
Wyche said. "That's why he's in
so many scuffles. He practices
hard, and sometimes it gets on
somebody's nerves, but that's
how he gets himself ready to
"It's nothing personal. He's
probably as well-liked a guy as
we have on the team."
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Cleveland
their preparations for Monday night's game in
Houston to accommodate a visit from President
Reagan on Wednesday.
Reagan spent about 10 minutes at the Browns'
Baldwin-Wallace College practice field after making a campus campaign appearance on behalf of
Vice President George Bush.
The president threw 10-yard passes to tight end
Ozzie Newsome and offensive tackle Rickey Bolden, but Newsome said he didn't plan on changing
political parties because of the experience.

Mention

"No. I'm still a southern Democrat,"
Democrat." Newsome
said. "But this was probably one of the most exciting things ever to happen to me. I did have the opportunity to have breakfast with (former president) Gerald Ford when I-was a senior at Alabama."
The Browns practiced for about 30 minutes before the president arrived. Browns' owner Art
Modell, a fervent Republican supporter, introduced Reagan to team captains Berme Kosar, Carl
Hairston and Herman Fontenot, and the president
then told a couple of stories about his days as a
sportscaster.
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award named for
former MAC head

His second half was less stunning. He tired one liked me," he said. "It was great. They
in early August, and was slowed by a variety liked me for how I am. How I am is how I
of nagging injuries from his hard-nosed am. I play the way I was taught to play."
His down-to-earth approach and blueplaying style. He batted iust .216 in the second half with eight doubles and one homer, collar work ethic endeared him. He's a
throwback, from the dirty uniform to the
leaving his final average at .271.
"My legs didn't feel as good," he said of brush-top haircut.
"Ill do the same thing next spring trainhis August decline. "When your legs go, your
whole body feels bad. I'm making sure that ing as this year," he said Tuesday. 'Til go
out and play as hard as I can, try to get base
won't happen again, believe me.
"I don't want to wear out like I did this hits and steal bases."
He also is unfazed by his popularity. He
year. I don't want to get the injuries like I
gives talks to school children because he
did at the end of this year."
For the first four months of the season, remembers what it was like to be one.
"Kids are what it's all about," he said.
Sabo played like Superman and related to
"When I was little, I thought it would be a
his adoring public like Clark Kent.
real
big deal if someone came and talked to
His full-throttle style of play and unassuming manner won the hearts of Reds fans like me."
He drives a modest car with 80,000 miles
no other player since Pete Rose. No one —
not Eric Davis, not Kal Daniels, not Danny on it. He's not thinking about buying an expensive new one — he'd rather get a new
Jackson — got the adulation like Sabo.
Little Leaguers started wearing Sabo gog- clutch put in so he can reach 100,000 miles
gles. Large groups of fans waited around with the old one.
And he's not letting the Rookie of the Year
after the game to get Sabo's autograph and
swap stones. He never disappointed — or honor go to his head.
"It's just a stepping stone," he said. "I've
ceased to be amazed.
"It was very much a surprise that every- got to keep working hard."
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Join JEFF INGALLS and MIKE REINHART
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We can be proud of Wood County!
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BAKER
COMMISSIONER

Commissioner Marilyn Baker said
she WOULD and she DID!
■ Instrumental in the shutdown of hazardous waste disposal
in Northwood
■ Worked to bring about a satisfactory compromise on the
Portage River cleanup
■ Began construction on Wood County Justice Center to
meet state standards
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Happy Hours
Friday, November 4th
5-8 p.m.
At Uptown
Bring a guest and your I.D. - ALL AGES WELCOME
* DJ * DANCING * GREAT FUN!
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and ROM Ml. BoMng Orxn. OMo 434CO

I

Classifieds

14

MANKIND ON THE BRINK
A starting Multi-Merjka presentation relating
end-times BWe Prophecy to cunenl events
WED NOV 2 7 30 PM ORANO BALLROOM
THURS NOV 3 7 30 PM WEST HALL AUDI
TORUM
•FREE ADMISSION"

CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
ALPHA-PHI-OMEGA
QET READY FOB
•WHEEL A-THON*
FOB WOODLANE SCHOOLS
NOON NOV 3-NOONNOV. 4
DONATIONS WELCOME

QUALITY TYPESeT RESUMES
II BOO
UntOrapMcs
211 West Halt 377-7411

O.S.E.A. WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOPI
NOV5I0AM-430PM
BUSINESS ANNEX
O.t-E-A. WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP!

Attention Al Juniors » Seniors"
Omleron DeMa Kappa la now accepting appUcatlonel Applications car M obtamao from
405 Student Servtcos 4 may 6a returned to ttia
UAO omce. 3rd Hoot. University Union OnHcron Delta Kappa la a national leadership honor
society 4 la recognized as one ol the tsghsel
honors s IJnrversay Student can earn Al ape*
canons must be received by November 4 so.
apply now1

ATTN: FACULTY

'ALL THAT JAZZ

The International Festival Tickets
on Sale Now Nov. 3, 0-6 University Hal hatway Nov 7.9-5 University Hal halway. Nov
9. 8:30-9 PM University Hal halway.

LOST it FOUND

Latino Student Union
Meeting Tonight 7 30 PM
2nd Floor Student Services

FOUND Gold, pierced earrings In commuter lot
1 last Wed morning 10-5-88 Cal 363-5435
to claim.

Latino Student Union
Meeting Tonight 7 30 PM
2nd Floor Student Service*

Alphe Phi LIL PAM Alone Phi
CorirjmtulattonB on your OX IsvsHerlng to Eric
Way to go!
Love, your big, Hoff
ALPHA XI DELTA
HOUSE BOYS
TIM AND STEVE
Thank you for helping me with my car! Too bad
your |oke failed, try again next time Anyway, I
love you guysl!
Love always. Miss"
PS. Steve. "I'm workln' on Ml"

KENT ST VS BOWUNG GREEN
UVE from KENT for MAC tootbal action
12:30 pregame Klckofl at 1:00 only on
BG'S SPORTS LEADER 88.1 FM WBQU

The Great Pacifists Panel Discussion ortglnaxy
scheduled for this week has been postponed
until next semester

L AGA
There will be a meeting ol the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday, November 3. at 8 30 PM
The meeting la free and open to al and wW be
held m the basement ol the United ChrlsHen Fellowship Center CaH the Unk lor more information
_^_

ADPI • ADPI! ADPI" AOPI
We're rJtchtn' the guys lor an evening or two.
cuz It's time lor a Chapter Chow and a sister
hood, too" BE THERE

HAVE TO SHf? A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express, UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-9047

Saturday. November 5.1988 3:00 PM
Woootand Mai ■ Free Admission

KENT ST VS BOWUNG GREEN
LIVE trom KENT lor MAC loomed action
12:30 pregame Kresort at 1:00 only on
BO'S SPORTS LEADER 44.1 FM WBQU

•GAMMA PHI BETA' TO THE BEST BIG -SHANNON DORF
HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND
I LOVE YOU LOTS"
LOVE. UL RHONDA

For al your typing needs
A-Z Data Center
352-5042

The Fashion Merchandising Association
Presents their Fal Fashion Show

SOMEONE CARES '\BOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO.
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

AOTT Merchandise Arriving Deny
Jeans N Things 631 Ridge
Open Tonight W 8 00

Tune m lo Bowing Green's SPOBTS Leader
LIVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI a SAT AT 7 26
BOWUNG GREEN VS MICHIGAN
FRI A SAT AT 7:21 ON (1.1 FM WIGU

Are you a STUDENT ACTIVIST???
Why??? Why Not???
Can't Decide???
HSA PRESENTS... Alan Centora.

TYPING SERVICES lor al types of papers
including dissertations using
Xerox MemorywrHer
352-3987 from 8 AM - 9 PM

FOUND One red earring by Jerome Library.
Cal Lisa 354-0607 Cal after 3 00 PM

ATTENTION SAM B'S SPECIALS
•SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER $5 96
•HALF-PRICE ON MIXED DRINKS «
APPETIZERS 3-6 PM DAILY
•FRESH, HOMEMADE SOUP. SALAD.
ROLL AND BUTTER $2.96
•APPETIZERS HALF-PRICE 0-10 PM
Downtown BG at 146 N Main

LADIES BROWN LEATHER GLOVE FOUND
ON THE EAST SIDEWALK OF THE EDUCATION BUILDING CALL 352-8000
lost Thursday 10-28 afternoon Light blue cotton scarf approx. 3 ft square Please cal Bar
ban 363-5932

Low Cost Treatment

Lost: A pair of glasses In e burgundy ease
loat on Thure. Oct 27 at 5:00. Vic ot Union
parking lot. Call Beth 363-6540

VD - STD

LOST AMBER 50S STYLE SUNGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES CALL KIM AT
372-2497

Men and Women

PERSONALS

Seasons, Balloons, Balloonall!
NMPC Balloon Sale S1 00 each
November 2nd ■ 4th
University Hal
Balloons. Balloons. Balloons!!!

SUNDANCE
TWO FOR ONE APPETIZERS
MONDAYS ANO TUESDAYS AFTER 8:00
PM

BRATHAUS
BROWNS VS. OILERS
MONDAY NIOHT FOOTBALL
WATCH IT ON OUR 7 FOOT TELEVISION
SCREEN. QET A CHANCE TO WIN A SILVER
BULLET FOOTBALL. DRAWING AT END OF
GAME.

Lost Gold guys crass ring from John Glenn
H.S. Class of 1988 Extreme sentimental value If found please cal 372-4114

Daytime and Evening
Appointments

RIDES

354-3540

•Tracy Wheeler •
Happy 10th Birthday!!
We love you1!
Jll, Chrla, Michelle

■Ride Needed to Washington DC or surround
«ig area anytime Irom Nov 10 lo 13th Wil help
withgasS Please cal 353-6427!

•RATHAUS
Thursday nights Legal Joints SI.00
All night long.
CONORATS TO PHI TAU ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK
CHUCK WHITEC AR.

• Who ia that guy with Jim Davidson? ■

SERVICES OFFERED

Planned Parenthood

Dance the night away at BO'S Newest Nightspot .Flank's Place

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV
kiHitrciiA Dow', feowcrt?
1M JUSTWBlTIMC *\
LETTER To
MY -pARttlTS.

DELTA OAMMA PLEDGES
JOANNA LAMMY 4 JENNY ZADELL
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SAE ANO PI
KAPPA PHI LAVAUEHINQ!
PEGGY AND JAMIE

I THUIK tfou (dUCST
ft vvoRD M TvUS
SEYrT&JcE".

DO TWO QET ONE FREE
Look for our coupon In
BGSU Phone Directory
Kirn's Com Laundry
7OSS MaH

L

(
Do you want to get eway? Do you want to escape from BO and get credit for It? Learn how
you can attend one ol over 80 US coleges
and have an experience of a lifetime with no
out-otstate tees National Student Exchange
Wo. sessions w« be held thle weak In the
Center tor Academic Options, 231 Admin
BMg Schedule: Nov. 1 at 1:30: Nov 2nd at
3:30, Nov 3rd at 2 30 CAP 372-8202

The BG News
pfADLINE:
RATES:

Frank's Place presents the Buskers. Nov 4
From flyers end forms to newsletters and tatterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Kmko's 354-3977

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum) $ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

Gemma Phi Bets
I Love My Big
Chrtety Luneke
Thanks Christy, you're great!
Love. Ul Denlse

is required lor oil non-university retoted businesses ond individuals.

PBEPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

Don't get any pizza
on your Blue Suede Shoes
at Potyeyea tonight

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

Two days prior to puWicat-on, 4p.m.
" {The BG News is no' responsible lor postal service delays)
per ad arc 65* per line. $1.95 minimum
. 50' extra per ad lor boM typ*».
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

The BG News wW no! be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
" 214 West Hall immediately rl there is on error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions.

Help the Alpha Delta Pi's help the
RONALD McOONALD HOUSE Support your
tevortte DIAMOND KING and QUEEN at the Education bMg

The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who ploce advertising in The BG Newy
The decision on whether 10 release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News, ine
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement ol advertising ihol may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to mdividuols or organizations. Cases ol froud can be prosecuted

Hay. better, batter. SWING!!
Were roundklg third, towarda home for a fantastic Alpha Delta PI Softbal Tournamentl BAT
TERUPI

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (PtiMT)

PHONE#_

.

I

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your od clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear
(Clrclo words you wish to appear m bold typo)

HSA PRESENTS ALAN CANFORA
Speaker on Student Acttvtam
Wednesday. November g. at 8 30 PM
Room 121 Weal Hat
Free Admission!!!
mtramurel Entries due M SOLS RACQUET
BALLNOV 8: M WRESTUNG-NOV »: M. W
3-PLAYER BASKETBALL-NOV 17
KJraten.
Don't Be Cruel, meet me
al Potyeyea Tonight at 8 00
KKQ Bedrock Bash KKO
KKQ Bedrock Bash KKO
KKO Bedrock Ba ah KKO
KKQ Bedrock Bash KKQ
Novembers, 1SM

Classification In which you wish your ad to
Campus * Clly Ivants"
Loat and found
RMes
Services Offeree1
____ Personals

—
—
—

Wanted
. Help Wanted
for Jala
.•or Rant

KKG Chrlety GWne KKG
I'm so glad you're my big' Thanks for si you've
done lor me and for at the great ttmee wave
had so far Don't worry, there wH be many,
many morel
Love. Your Ul. Lod
Latino Student Unnn
Meeting Tonight 7.30 PM
2nd Floor Student Servtoee

• Campus/City fvent ads ara published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.

Date* to appear.

Total mimbar ot days to appear.

Latino Student Union
Meeting Tonight 7.30 PM
2nd floor Student Services

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Moil)
HMMMSWI
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)

Phone:

372.3*01

SANDI BUCHMAN
How 'bout them BROWNS
We always knew you were a secret fan
From two of your letow fan club members.
Lynn & Tina
PS ClnctinatfWho'
SPORTS TALKSHOW
Live al Stinger's Cate at 8 00 PM Tonighl Join
WBGU Radio hosts Dean Dltmer. Tim Piai and
Jeff Ingaas As they talk Sports with Cincinnati
Reds Rookie sensation CHRIS SABO via the
phoneane and BGSU lootbaH legend DOYT
PERRY Uve Don't forget Sports Trfvis.
prizes and the best drink and beet specials In
town. Stinger's Cate Sports Round Table Uve
starting at 8 00 PM THIS EVENING

.

Professional textbook editor 4 writer
W« consult or assist with your
textbook or pubeshlng prolecte
Cal Norms Moms
Academic PubssMng Coneuttant
(419(352-1098 9 AM to 5 PM

SPUDS MACKENZIE LIGHT
RAFFLED OFF TOOAY
BUY YOUR TICKETS AT THE
WHEEL-ATHON BETWEEN
HAYES HALL AND PROUT
SPONSORED BY A-PHK)

DON'T MISS
BANKING ON DISASTER, the 1988 «m discussing the effects ol ralnlorest destruction It
w.« be shown tonlte Nov 3 at 7 30 PM In 121
West Hal The fan Is tree and open to all
Sponsored by Center lor Environmental Programe. Dept ol Biological Sciences, and the
Environmental Interest Group (EKJ *■ not
meet tonlte, but any members interested should
come to the turn )

•Free Beverages 5 PUjs*
PHI ETA SIGMA
HAPPY HOURS
Friday. November 4 5-8 pm
at Uptown
Bring a guest and your 10
ALL AOES WELCOME
DJ DANCING OREAT FUN

Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Prc-Cholce
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7789

SPORTS TALK SHOW
Uve at Stinger's Cale at 8:00 PM Tonight low
WBGU Radio hosts Dean DUmer. Tim Pas and
Jeft mgees As they tad sports with Cincinnati
Reds Rookie sensation CHRIS SABO via the
phoneme and BOSU lootbel legend DOYT
PERRY Live Don't lorget-Sports TrMa,
prizes and the beat drink and beer specula In
town Stinger s Cafe Sports Round Table Live
starting at 8 00 PM THIS EVENING

Attention Accounting Club Members
The AcounOno Club is having a Happy HoursPlzzs Parly at Cempua Potyeyea on Friday.
Nov 4 trom 5:30-8 30 PM Free lor all Mem
bars

' Free Beverages 6 Pizza'
PHI ETA SIGMA
HAPPY HOURS
Friday, November 4.5 8 PM
at Uptown
ALL AOES WELCOME
DJ DANCING GREAT FUN

Next to New Shop has winter costs, leoketa,
oapa. shirts, sweaters suns, dresses, shoes
housewaree. electrical appkeancee, drapes,
curtame. |eweky and books Open Tues 10-4.
Fn1-7 81 Atoyalus

SPORTS TALKSHOW
Uve at Stinger's Cafe at 8 00 PM Tonight Join
WBGU Radio hosts Dean Dltmer, Tim Pax and
Jeff mgess. as they ta» Sports wrlh Cincinnati
Reda Rookie sensation CHRIS SABO via the
phoneme and BGSU lootbal legend DOYT
PERRY Uve Don't lorget-Sports Trivle.
prizes and ths best drink and beer specials m
town.. Stinger's Csfs Sports Round Table Uve
starling at 8 00 PM THIS EVENING
SPORTS TALKSHOW
Uve at Stinger's Cafe at 8 00 PM tonight. Join
WBGU Radio hosts Dean Dltmer. Tan Pax and
Jeff Ingots as they talk sports with Cincinnati
Rede Rookie sensation CHRIS SABO vie the
phoneane and BGSU footbal legend OOYT
PERRY .Uve...Don't Forget-Sports Trivia,
prizes and ths best drink and beer specials m
town.-Stingers Cate Sports Round Table Uve
starting at 8 00 PM THIS EVENING.
SPORTS TALKSHOW
Uve at Stinger a Cafe at 8 00 PM tonight Join
WBGU Radio hosts Dean Dltmer. Tim Pial and
Jeff Ingaas.. as they talk sports with Cincinnati
Reda Rookie sensation. CHRI8 SABO via the
phoneme and BGSU footbal legend. DOYT
PERY ..Uve Don'ttorget-SportsTnvts. prizes
and me best drink and bear specials In
town. Stinger's Cele Sports Round Table Uve
slartmg al B 00 PM THIS EVENING.
The Bowling Green Alpha PNe would like to
apologize lor the behavior and conduct ol the
Ashland Alpha Phis on Thursday rwght
Thla is s test. Have you studied?
That Saturday Night at DRY DOCK is
A| Roman Night
Bl Spartan Night
C) Greek Night
D) Cretan Nlghl
The correct answer Is C) Greek Night.
So come down and show off your Greek letters
IromO PM -1 AM. No Cover.
Located In the Basement of Harshmen
Tune in to Bowling Green's SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI 4 SAT AT 7.25
BOWLING GREEN VS MICHIGAN
FRI 4 SAT AT 7:25 ON 64.1 FM WBGU
Want to have a good lime? See the Buskers st
Frank's Place Nov. 4!
What does It tsks to get a step ahead? An Internship In your field in Washington DC Earn
12-16 credit hours, housing is nrovided summer, fal or spring term. Contact the Center for
Academic Options. 231 Admin 2-8202
Who is that guy with Jim Davidson?
Yabba Oebba Ooo
Will you ba one ol the lew
10 sttend Bedrock Bash?
KKO November s, I486
"LEADERS ON LEADERSHIP" end "LAW
AND S«CICTY"eetr«narB <ai Washington DC
January 2-14 Appkcatton deadline November
15. Contact the Canter for Academic Options
372-8202

WANTED
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $112.50 A
MO 353-2400
1 FEMALE RMTE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT FOR SPRING CALL
MARY ANN AT 353-391)7
1 non-smoking female roommate to shars kj
spacious apt (or spring semester. $720 per
samoaler Cal 353-6916 after 5 PM
2 lemelee to sublease apt spring 69 $145 a
mo plus ease Cloee lo campus For mots info
cal Uaa 353-3748

IQNewt

November 3,1988

ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC
Part Time Employment Avsasble
IMMEDIATE PART TIME EMPLOYMENT A
VAILABLE Our company is seeking part time
employee, K perform unerased sghl production
work Flexible hours around class schedules
can ba arranged Plant location Is only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus The rste ol wage Is S3 35
per hour If interested eel the company office al
354-2844 or pick up application at Advanced
Specially Products, Inc , 428 Ctough Street.
Bowsng Green, OH 43402
BAE Computer needs responsible student to
represent our computer Incentive bonus plan
Interested persons please sand resume to
3503 Ryder Street. Santa Clara. CA 95051
EARN $35 OO FOR 4 HOURS
OF WORK
CALL PAUL AT 354-0267
Gat Your Foot m the Door' PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thet bring the altervlawa
Don't lake chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Knko's 354-3977.
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer |ob sned up now! Head Lifeguard-rate based on experience Lifeguards al
shifts J4 per hr If interested, contact JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT, 33S2 SB. 82.
Mantua, OH 44265 (near Sea World ol Ohiol
Local company needs part-time Marketing
Research or Statistics m.|or lor Spring end
Summer I0H. Cell Coop Office si 372-2451
or slop by rm 234 Admin.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round.
Europe. S. Amer . Australa, Asia al flews
$900-2000 a mo. Sightseeing, tree info. Write
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronedo Del Mar, CA
92826

FOR SALE
'82 Pontlsc Grand Prix
White with red Interior. Nice! Greet first car.
$3000 Cal Randy Days 242-9170, Evas
866-1231
68 Camero IROC 228 21,000 miles
Mini cond. Loaded. $11.999
352-9494 after 6 00 PM
1976 TOYOTA COROLLA. NEW ALTERNATOR, REGULATOR. NEW EXHAUST. 49.800
Ml RUNS GOOD, $450 OR REASONABLE
OFFER 353-2969
1979 HORIZON
Uks new tires, exhaust and brakes
Good body but runs rough
Asking $450 or beat offer
Phone 257 2048
1 g83 Audi 4000 S. 4 door. 6 speed, sunroof,
at, runs good Good condition. Must sen
362 0431 slter5PM
BIG SAVINGS
FULL SIZED BED. DESK. GUITAR
ELEC BUSCH SIGN, STEREO RACK
SYSTEM WITH REMOTE. TAPE DECK
WITH ROMOTE CALL 352-6382
COUPON BOOK
$70 (or best otter)
Cal Kety at 372-4058
For Sale: Early American furniture, coach
swivel chair, rocking Lazy Boy reclner. end
table, pole lamp, magazine reck Al good condition. 4xB slate Brunswick pool table she new
Cat 669-2637
Govememnl Homea Irom $1. "U Repair" Also
tax delinquent property Cal 805-844-9533
Ext 602 lor Into
HAVE IT WHEN YOU WANT IT'
FRIDGE WITH KEG, TAP. AND CO 2
COMPLETE! FOR SALE $75
353-0799 DAN
KENWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS 3-WAV 120
WATTS EXCELLENT CONDITION
$166
GREG 354-4426
ONE SET OF ACOUSTIC MONITOR OblV
STEREO SPEAKERS, STILL IN BOX MlDRANGE 4 TWEETER CONTROLS. 12 IN.
POLYPROPYLENE WOOFER, LIQUID
COOLED 250w OUTPUT LISTS FOR $1400.
WILL SELL FOR $650 OR BEST OFFER-SCOTT 353-4371
Pledge Paddles For Sale
Stained 4 complete with a leather hanging
strap Price range is $8$ 13 If Interested, Cal
Jeff st 353-7635

A white van to be used in a student fan. Must
bs In good condition Possible payment. Cal
2-5693

FOR RENT

Female rmte. needed I
uJaasry. Non-amoker Perrysburg Township $200 a mo pkia
hatful! $200 deposit Cal 874-7114. Leave
message

1 or 2 female roommates needed to subleaae 2
bedroom spacious apt. aprtng semester Furnished not far from campus (Palmer and S. Entarprtee) Ceil 353-3985 alter 8:30 PM

Female roommate needed to lubtoaae for
spring semester. East Merry apt $590 for
semester plus gas 4 electric Cal Cathy al
352-9338

2 female roommates needed to share apt. vary
dose to campus (Thurabh 4 Fridge) Jan - May.
Cal 363-7830

Female to sublease apt tor spring Bern 2
bdrm -2 bath, spacious Please cal 362-3181
after 5 00-leeve massage. wR return csl
NEED A NEW PLACE! Doc. Orsd. seeks female subteeeer. Second SI. apt. Call Teresa
.1354-1173
NEED ONE BDRM APT NOW DEC
WILL SUBLEASE

353-6709
One mats or female to sublease lor spring
semester FurrHehed apartment and close to
cempua In Ridge Manor Apartments Cal Ed
363-7722orcalGreenpriai 352-0717

2 fnends-lovers needed to sublet nice apt
above Main S125 each plus utl and gas
Great location' Cal 363-4766 early mornings
or after 6 PM
706 Second St Apt. A
2 bdrm turn. apt. available immedletely
Cal John Nevnove Real Eatale
354-2280
December Graduate needs 1 female rooa>
mete la sublease sot. Jan through slay.
Close to campus (2nd and High). CaH
354-4722 before 11 PM

One mate roommate tor spring semester 616
Eighth SI Cal 353-3639. Steve
Wented: One female roommele needed lo sublease lor Spring Close to Campus
353-4079

ATTENTION!

Waited Remale roommate to share big house
A. ssatjle Nov 5. $126 a mo Pay halt of utllttee. OK, 352-4962 trom 7 30 - 3 00 or
353-8654 srter 3:00

Graphic
Design

HELP WANTED

wcr
majors

Attention!
araptUc Design 4 VCT mak*.
Student PuMcaKone a now
interviewing for Production Asssllsnll
lor Spring 1 089 Apply al Student
Employment. 460 Student Services Bktg

$40 free Christmas gMa
Guaranteed Just for having a party
Cal K«e 353-7151

ACTivrnes DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW tNTERVTEWING lor the summer of 1989
Need a summer job? Don't wait M the leal
mevjMI Our campground. Yogi Bears Jetys
lone Camp Resort. Is looking for 2 creative.
outgoing persona to coorrjnats 4 direct sctrvi
Has for s tsmsy camprig resort Location Aur
ora. OH 6 mess from Sea World ot Ohio and
Ooeugs Lake Park Experience preferred but
not t moat Lrvtng lecattee provided » inter
eased, sand resume to: Jetyslone Camp Rsaort. 3392SR 82, Mantua. OH 44265

Student Publications
will be interviewing
through
FRIDAY, NOV. 4
tor
Production Assistants.
Apply at
Student Employmont
460 Student Services
Building
Don't miss your
chance tor hands-on
experience!
'VCT majors oheck wSh the co-op offkje
lor a ruS-Bms co-op wah usi

